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ANNUAL REFUGEE CONSULTATIO. ;

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 26,, Ie83

U.S. Smarr.,
StIvromsarrras ox IMMIGRATION ilr.ND REFUGEE POLICY;

COMMITTEE THE_ JUDICIARY,
Washington, De

The ,subcOinmittee met, pursuant V) notice,_ at 10:04 am., in room
226,, Dirk:seri Senate Office Building; Hon: Alan IC, 'Simpson (chair-
man of the_sUbcomrnitteel presiding.

Present Senators Thurmond and Grassley_
Staff pies:eilt: Richard Day; _chief counsel; Jerry Tinker, minority

counsel.; Ellizabth GreenwOcd, counsel; Arnold Leibowitz,_ special
cou.nst4;.,Caro Hamm, research assistant; Tina Jong research as-
sistant.

olleStNt;' tiffs,MENT OF HON. ALAN K. SIMPSON. A U.S. SENA;
Toft, MON.411 TUE STATE OF li'VOMING,, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMIT-.
TIZ ON IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEE POLICY
..$0oxttor SistPSON- We have our refugee constiltation here. Cer-

tainly in a very real sense, the United States demonstrates its com-
mitment to freedom and the inherent dignity of the individual
threiigh a roost generous refugee program providing a haven to
those people who are singlid out for perserution by their own _goy,
eminent& The traditional generosity - of the American people,
think, is richly illustrated by the leaderthip role this Nation has
amumed both in the resettlement in the United States a victims
of persecution; and_oertainly byproviding humanitarian assistance
for refugees throughout the world.
__ As chairman of this Subcommittee on Immigration and Refugee
Policy, I want to reaffirm that commitment to waist those refugees
who are_ of special humanitarian concern to the United States.

But obviously, we cannot accept for permanent resettlement all
Of the persons fleeing from ,governments whose standards of free
doily& it match our own. But we _can _and should continue to do
our ¢ share in addressing the plight of the world's refugees. And
I "%los we can most effectively render assistance by providing care
rnd _maintenance fund*, and services to countries of first asylum
Intli the refugee can return, to their homes and by directing our

ioreign. policy initiative* to both address and avoid the root causes
of refugee situatiotrs.

So; I mention briefly _those foreign policy initiatives to highlight
the importance of the State partinent in au: refu pogrom.
That importance is reflected in the proportisn of the State Depart-

II)



meat budget, an average of more than 1S percent of the total over
the past 3 years, deg ati.4 to refugee programs; _

All of that refugee_ ssistance is _channeled through the State De
part merit. Arid they're responsible for the initial recepTion and
placement of all -ifeftugees 'resettle& No one plays.a greater part in
it; and vet the l,Ste Department does not participate in thiS frilly
aa they siould, in my mind.

In my :I years here, the Secretary of State has not had the oppor-
tunity to participate in the annual consultations. That concerns
me. J think it is unwarranted. That is not a reflection upon the
Secretary of State personally, I assure you. because he is one of the
most extraordinary of the public figures here;_ but I think it is _a
criticism; Obviously; of his Staff in recommending what lie Shad-if
do in the participation when you have a budget of 18 percent .di-
rected to refugees and do not turn the attention to it that I think is
fully warranted:_ _

And all of this despite the pct that the legislation simply re-
quires cabinet level representatives of the President am aware
that the_consultations_are often_ scheduled in conflict in the latter
part of September with the U.N. General Assembly in New York.
That does occur.

The Secretary and 1 have discussed it; and he personally realizes
the deep importance of the State Department's in.volvement. But
this personal involvement in these consultations is extremely im-
portant in my view; and it's -my intention to schedule that consul-
tation in early September; of next year in_ order to insure that the
Scretary of State will be here to participate.

Let me hasten to add that the President's representative who_hitS
participated in all of these consultations, Attorney General Wit;
ham French Smith, is particularly welcome, and also especially im-
portant to these proceedings: No one could have assisted me more
in this administration in refugee- and immigration _issues. The Jus-
tice Erepartmentthrough the INS-is involved in the admission of
each ane..?very refugee resettled in the United States. Your partici!
pation,_ Mr: Attorney General; as always; is deeply_appreciated, and
I only hope and trust that you will continue to actively participate
in these consultations.

Well,_ with that tidy little sweeping, our first witness is Mark
Hatfield, the senior Se enator from Oregon, and a fine friend, a most
thoughtful, persuasive, and respected matt And I _say this with cer
tainly concurrence of many of my peers and his,_An exe_tedingly et=
fective &nator from Oregon who has followed these refugee issues
very closely, particularly in- his own State and partictilarly. in
regard to Southeast Asian refugees; and you have indeed_paid vital
attention to that. I know you have recently returned from It
Asia, Mark, and I look forward to your testimony this morning;

If you would please proceed. Thank you.

STATEMENT or 110N, MARK HATFIELD, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF OREGON

Senator HATnuatio. Thank you Mr Chairman
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First of all,_ I wish to thank you -for this opportunity to come
before you and I would ask that my full statement be placed in the
record; as I will attempt to highlight it

I know that whenever important issues axe hisilight before thiS
committee that the issues are always given very competent and
fair treatment

As you know, a great deal of my time and that of many °Th era
Inas been expended addressing the refugee _problem in Southeast
Asia. Through the efforts of many people; the culmination e that
effort was in the National Seccurity IVciSion Directive 93, as well as
in the subsequently isseied gtridel now in effect in Sixithelet
Asia. _

And I would like to take this occasion to publitly ex. my
deep appreciation to Attorney General William French_ to
ommsssioner Nelscin, to AiiibaSSacio-r Ikitig Ws; and to Mi. Pith*
because I believe they can stand proudly in light of the new guide-
lines; a product representing the culmination of many people's ef-
forts and much discussion. They can row Stand with great pride for
what they -have produced.

Mr. Chairman, our entire exercise during the post 7 months is, I
believe, a shining example of how this government can identify 'a
problem and how it can solve a problem.

Ili PORTA Km. OF CONSULTATION PROCESS

_1 have never been more pleaSed with the state or our processing
efforts in Southeast Asia than at this very moment Permit me to
underscore; though; what other witnesses_ at this hearing will later
state on the importance of the consultation_ process, and I am de-
lighted to _hear your own comments relating to it
_ I holeheaftedl_support the consultation process because I be-
lieve it is through This deliberative process that we can balance for-
eign policy interests and domestic interests humanitarian interests
with resource limitations, and out of all this we can forge a
humane, rational refugee policy that reflects these delicately
struck balances. _

It is !through the consultation process that -the United States can
examine its long held commitment to providing_ hope a t support
for the millions of unfortuoate human beings in this world wht
have been swept into flight by political .persecution.

_ Mr. Chairman; as you probably know better thin anyone elite in
the Senate, there is no political advantage whatever. that can :EtTp
gained from advocating .a continuation of traditionally._generons
refugee and or immigration policies. You have .lieen on th$ &it*
line.

We hear 30 often that compassion_fatigue hat set in across this
land and that we need to slam phut the door of Ontranta to-the
United States. Irresponsible reporting end irresponsible politicians
together have bluffed the distinctions between _persons seeking
asylum and persons fleeing distressed economic conditions and per-
aons.seeking to come to the United States to be reunited with their
families.

When the important fundamental distinctions between their
groups are loot in the haze of demagoguery, the compelling reasons
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for Why the United tes acre*s an identified number of burn=
beitigs_as_refugees as well.

In 1983, the United States will accept for tesettlenent approxi-
mately 60;090 _refugees: This compares with the .7983 admission
levers of 4113;Ma) for legal immigrants and at lei, , 600030 for

immigrants.
in other words; Mr._ Chairrnan; of the- approximately _1.1 &R&M

individuaLS entering the United Mates in 1983, only about 5 per
cent of those= entering will enter as refugees.

_ And who makes up that 60000"1 These 64);004) are persons from
all rte wwM end vite 4tezt,
certain death; whether from the Far East; the Middle_ East; Asia or
Africa; these- human beingswho are seeking asylum have one tmi-
lying trait They're afraid for their lives, and in many instances
they have good reason to be afraid for their lives.

This consultation process 14coses on the a_ppropriate US. level in
providing asylum to rWrsons fleeing political persecution. There is
no magic formillii; and there is noway to quantify hunanitarian-
ism and balance it withthe competing interests inherent in ITIIMi-
gration and refugee poFey decisionniaking. -

I do not pretend to have the magic nub_ that Will rereaertt
the perfect balance. However; without hesitation, I -will state that
the. United States role in providing hope for_those fleeing tyranz;iy;

oroviding assistance to the countries of first asylum who hear
the immediate brunt of refugee migration, and in providing shelter
lot our appewriate share for the refugee population, must not
cline.

This does not mean that the United States should admit every
one fleeing_ war or the threat of war. It means simply that refugee
.policy _must not be the whipping boy for our country's inability to
control illegal immigration. Arid it means that if we Abandon our
respons:bility to uphold freedom by providing hope to tlxxie who
are not free, then we have failed history and we have filied our-

DANGER OF REDUCTION IN ADMISSION

Mr. Chairman, permit me to make three- specific observations:
First; the adminirtration proposal to set the refugee _ceiling at
72010 is a continuation of the annual reductions that have tic;
curred since the consultation process first begart_Last year the
ceiling _was 9111;(100,-, and we admitted ahnut 60#043. most of -this
shortfall was due to our ,performance in Southeast Asia where only
3700 of the f4;000 ceiling were admitted. _What can the interna-
tional community ex_pect to he the acttial number admitted in
l984 If the ceiling set at 72,000, will the actual admission

ow; speaking from my experience on the-Southeast Asian poll-
tics and on my familiarity with the Royal Thai_Gavernment, we
can expect drastic involuntary repatriation effOrtil if our,00rnmit
rnent to refugees in the 'region tri perceived as *revering; The new
guidance and representaitioni by our Government Officials coricsirn-
ing the residual population have kept the Thai military Itutthori*s
in Check despite our law 1983 departure rates, we'sertZ ,anal
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to them that our commitment toward resettlement will diminish
agairiln 1983, then I believe the predictable consequences of lost
lives and strained relations with Thailand Will actin-. AlreadY, the
Thai Government is moving people out of the can",ape and back to
e_Cambndian harder, and without a clear signal from Washington
that we wish to maintain first asylum, Mare such Movements can
be expected.

Second, the administration has expressed its intention to drasti-
cally reduce the refugee ceiling number by 1986. In erect, the ad-
ministration intends to have 2 years of processing at current levels
and then to find some way to -decal with the 100,000 plus residual
population left in the tamps. What idintit our .promise that there
would be no residual left in Thailand and Malaysia? For those who
suggest that voluntary repatriation will be a viable alternative
1986, I suggest to, them that they are hopelessly naive in their un-
derstanding of Vietnam's intentions in Outhodia.

The border would not be packed with hundreds of thousands of
starving Khmer citizens if Vietnam's presence in Cambodia were
arything other than a colonization effort.

Finally; Mr. Chairman, let me share with my colleagues on the
committee -;ome obiervations from my recent-trip to Bataan, Three
days before I arrived in flataan, Philippines, I was infOrnied that a
boatload of refugees from_Vietaarn had just landed on the shores of
the Philippines after 51 days at sea with little food and without a
compass.

I saw them I visited with them. They were very lucky even
thikigh they were_ernaiated and were literally skin and bones, for
man had died. They escaped the pirates and they escaped the

seas. And they had arrived.
NOW, there is no need to reiterate tbe_reasons why these people;

like tens ol thousands before theiii, had fled Vietnam But by estals.
fishing a sufficient ceiling in Indochina and I believe, 50,000
is the ve[ry minimum we can establish--,then_ the expected expan
si-on of the orderly departure program hopefully will detr Vietr
namese from risking their lives on the high seas, and inSteati, will
motivate them to pursue the safer chartitels_of ODP,

want to thank the chairman again and this committee for its
compassion and sensitivity in handling not only this particular
issue, but the immigration bill that was so masterfully crafted by
the _chairman and handkd and managed on the floor. It was,
indeed, otte of the highlights of my legislative eitl*rietice here nd
I want to take this occasion to thank you personally again for that
fine leadership.

Senator Straesoti. Thank you, very much, Mark. You're very gen.
erous. _

i
_Your entire statement will be printed n the record.

The material referred to follows:]

iii 1,:.+" () 4



PREPARED STATEPENT OF SENATOR MkPk 0. HATFIELD

Y1.14. C-HAIRIA:04,

tit ME FIR 'I THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS THE UNITED

STATES' REFUGEE POLICY IN THE CONTEXT OF THE CONSULTATION

HEARINGS NOW UNDERWAY. WHENEVER THERE IS AN IMPORTANT ISSUE

WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF YOUR COMMITTEE; MR. CHAIRMAN, I CAN

REST EASY KNOWING THAT I: will BE DEA0 WITH IN A COMPETENT AND

LAIR MANNER.

As YOU KNOW, A GREAT DEAL OF MY TIME THIS PAST YEAR HAS BEEN

-------
sPFN' CONCENTRATING ON THIS COUNTRY'S REFUGEE POLICY,

PARTICULARLY AS IT PERTAINS TO SOUTHEAST ASIA. MUCH OF THAT *ORA

cuLmINATED IN NATIONAL SECURITY DECISION DIRECTIVE 93. AS WELL AS

!A THE SoNsfouENTLY ISSUED GUIDELINES NOW IN EFFECT IN SOUTHEAST

AsIA. ATTORNEY GENERAL SmiTm, COMMISSIONER NELSON, AMBASSADOR

DOUGLAS, AND MR. PURCELL CAN STAND PROUDLY BY THEIR FORmIDABLE

PRODUCT. OUR ENTIRE EXERCISE OURING THE PAST SEVEN MONTHS II A

Su:NING EXAMPLE OF HON GOVERNMENT CAt IDENTIFY A PROBLEM AND

SOLVE A PROPEEM. I MANE NEVER BEEN MORE PLEASED WITH THE STATE.

OF OUR PROCESSING EFFORTS IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA THAN AT THIS MOMENT.

MR. CHAIRMAN, PERMIT ME TO UNDERSCORE WHAT OTHER WITNESSES AT

THIS HEARING, WILL LATER STATE ON THE IMPORTANCE OF THE

CoNsu0A110N PROCESS I wmOttmEAOTEMY SUPPORT THE CONSULTATION



PROCESS. IT IS THROUGH THIS DELIBERATM PROCESS THAT WE CAN

BALANCE FOREIGN POLICY INTERESTS KITH DOMESTIC INTERESTS,

HUMANITARIAN INTERESTS WITH RESOUCE LIMITATIONS; AND CAN FORGE A
P

nIAHANE RATIONAL REFUGEE POLICY THAT liEFLECTS THESE DELICATELY

!RUCK BALANCES- IT IS THROUGH THE CONSULTATION PROCESS THAT THE

UNITED STATES CAN REEKAmINE ITS LONG-HELD COMMITMENT TO PROVIDING

tOPE AND SUPPORT FOR THE MILLIONS oF UNFORTUNATE yUHAN fEINGS IN

THIS woRLD MHO HAVE BEEN SWEPT INTO FLIGHT BY POLITICAL

PERSECUTION.

MR. CHAIRMAN, AS YOU KNOW PROBABLY BETTER THAN ANYONE ELSE IN THE

SENATE, THERE IS NO POLITICAL ADVANTAGE WHATSOEVER TO BE GAINED

FROM ADvOCATING A CONTINUATION OF TRADITIONALLV GENEROUS REFUGEE

ANO IMMIGRATION POLICIES. WE HEAR SO OFTEN THAT COMPASSION

FATIGUE HAS SET IN ACROSS THIS LAND; AND THAT WE NEED TO SLAM

SHUT THE DOOR OF ENTRANCE To THI 1NITED STATES-

IRRESPONSIBLE REPORTING AND IRRESPONSIBLE POLITICIANS HAVE

BLuRb,ED THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN PERSONS SEEKING ASYLUM, AND

PERSONS FLEEING DISTRESSED ECONOMIC CONDITIONS; AND PERSONS

SEEKING TO COME TO THE U.S. TO BE REUNITED WITH THEIR FAmILItS.

WHEN THE ImpORTANI; FUNOAMENTAL DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THESE GROUPS

ARE LOST IN THE HAZE OF DEMAGOGUERY, THE COMPELLING REASONS FOR

WHY THE UNITED STATES ACCEPTS AN IDENTIFIED NUMBER OF HUMAN
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BEINGS AS REFUGEES IS LOST AS WELL. IN 1983, THE UNITED STATES

WILL ACCEPT FOR RESETTLEMENT
APPROXIMATELY 60,000 REFUGEES. THIS

COMPARES WITH THE 1983 ADMISSION LEVELS OF 420,000 FOR LEGAL

IMMIGRANTS AND AT LEAST 600,000 FOR ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS.

IN OTHER WORDS, MR. CHAIRMAN, OF THE APPROXIMATELY 1.1 MILLION

INDIVIDUALS ENTERING THE UNITED STATES IN 1983, ONLY ABOUT

FIVE PERCENT ARE ENTERING AS REFUGEES. AND WHO MAKES UP THIS

60,000? THESE 60,000 ARE PERSONS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD WHO ARE

FLEEING CERTAIN SUFFERING, AND QUITE OFTEN, CERTAIN DEATH.

WHETHER FROM THE NEAR EAST OR THE MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA OR ASIA,

THESE HUMAN BEINGS WHO ARE SEEKING ASYLUM HAVE ONE UNIFYING

TRAIT: THEY ARE AFRAID FOR THEIR LIVES, AND THEY HAVE GOOD

REASON TO BE AFRAID FOR THEIR LIVES.

THIS CONSULTATION PROCESS FOCUSES ON THE APPROPRIATE U.S. LEVEL

IN PROVIDING ASYLUM TO PERSONS FLEEING POLITICAL PERSECUTION.

THERE IS NO MAGIC FORMULA, AND THERE IS NO WAY TO QUANTIFY

HUMANITARIANISM AND BALANCE IT WITH THE COMPETING INTERESTS

INHERENT IN IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEE POLICY DECISION-MAKING. I DO

NOT PRETEND TO HAVE THE MAGIC NUMBER THAT WILL REPRESENT THE

PERFECT BALANCE . HOWEVER, WITHOUT HESITATIOP I WILL STATE THAT

THE UNITED STATES' ROLE IN PROVIDING HOPE FOR THOSE FLEEING

TYRANNY, IN PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO THE COUNTRIES OF FIRST ASYLUM

13
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WHO REAR THE IMMEDIATE PRUNT OF REFUGEE MIGRATION, AND IN

PROVIDING SHELTER FOR OUR APPROPRIATE SHARE OF THE REFUGEE

POPULATION, MUST NOT DECLINE.

THIS DOES NOT MEAN THAT THE UNITED STATES SHOULD ADMIT EVERYONE

FLFEiNG WAR OR THE THREAT OF WAR. IT MEANS SIMPLY THAT REFUGEE

POLite' MUST NOT BE THE °WHIPPING BOY° FOR OUR COUNTRY'S DNABUITY

To CONTROL ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION. AND IT MEANS THAT IF WE ABANDON

OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO UPHOLD FREEDOM BY PROVIDING HOPE TO THOSE

WHO ARE NOT FREE, THEN WE HAVE FAILED HISTORY AND FAILED

OURSELVES.

MR. CHAIRMAN; PERMIT ME TO MAKE THREE SPECIFIC OBSERVATIONS

FIRST, THE ADMINISTRATION PROPOSAL TO SET THE REFUGEE CEILING AT

72,000 IS A CONTINUATION OF THE ANNUAL REDUCTIONS THAT HAVE

OCCURRED SINCE THE CONSULTATION PROCESS FIRST BEGAN. LAST YEAR

THE CEILING WAS 90,000, AND WE ADMITTED ABOUT 60,003. MOST OF

THIS SHORTFALL WAS DUE TO OUR PERFORMANCE IN SOUTHEAST ASIA WHERE

ONLY 31,500 OF THE 64,000 CEILING WERE ADMITTED. WHAT CAN THE

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY EXPECT TO BE THE ACTUAL NUMBER ADMITTED

IN 1983 IF THE CEILING IS SET AT 72,000? 48;000?

MR. CHAIRMAN; SPEAKING FROM my EXPERTISE ON SOUTHEAST ASIAN

POLITICS AND ON MY FAMILIARITY WITH THE ROYAL THAI GOVERNMENT, WE
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CAN EXPI 1 DRASTIC INVOLUNTARY
REPATRIATION EFFORTS IF OUR

COMmITMENT TO REFUGEES IN THE REGION IS PERCEIVED AS WAVERING.

IHI NEW GUIDANCE AND REPRESENTATIONS
BY OUR GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

CONCERNING THE RESIDUAL POPULATION HAVE KEPT THE THAI MILITARY

AUTHORITIES IN CFECK DESPITE OUR LOW 1985 DEPARTURE RATES. IF WE

SEND A SIGNAL TO THEM THAT OUR COMMITMENT TOWARD RESETTLEMENT

WILL DIMINISH AGAIN IN 1984; THEN THE PREDICTABLE CONSEQUENCE OF

LIVES AND SERAtNED RELATIONS WITH THAILAND WILL OCCUR.

ALREADY THE THAI GOVERNMENT IS MOVING PEOPLE OUT OF THE CAMPS AND

BACK To THE CAMBODIAN BORDER, AND WITHOUT A CLEAR SIGNAL FROM

WASHINGTON THAT WE WISH TO MAINTAIN FIRST ASYLUM, MORE SUCH

MOVEMENTS CAN BE EXPECTED.

SECOND, THE ADMINISTRATION HAS EXPRESSED ITS INTENTION TO

DRASTICALLY REDUCE THE REFUGEE CEILING NUMBER IN 1986; IN

EFFECT, THE ADMINISTRATION INTENDS TO HAVE TWO YEARS OF

PROCESSING AT CURRENT LEVELS AND THEN TO FIND SOME WAY TO DEAL

WITH THN 100,000-PLUS-RESIDUAL POPULATION LEFT IN THE CAMPS.

WHAT ABOUT OUR PROMISES THAT THERE WOULD BE NO RESIDUAL LEFT IN

THAILAND AND MALAYASIA? FOR THOSE WHO SUGGEST THAT VOLUNTARY

REPATRIATION WILL BE A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE BY 1986, I SUGGEST TO

THEM THAT THEY ARE HOPELESSLY NAIVE IN THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF

VIETNAM'S INTENTIONS IN CAMBODIA. THE BORDER *Dap NOT BE PACKED
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wIiR HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF STARVING KHMER CITIZENS IF

VIETNAM'S PRESENCE IN CAMBODIA WERE ANYTHING OTHER THAN A

COLoMIALIZATION EFFORT.

FINALLY, MR. CHAIRMAN, LET ME SHARE WITH MY COLLEAGUES ON THE

COMMITTEE SOME OBSERVATIONS FROM MY RECENT TRIP TO BATAAN IN THE

PHILIPPINES- THREE DAYS BEFORE 1 AKPIVED, A BOATLOAD OF REFUGEES

FROM VIETNAM, EMACIATED FROM 51 DAYS AT SEA WITH LITTLE FOOD AND

wIlmouT EVEN A COMPASS, LANDED ON TMt SHORES OF THE PHILIPPINES.

THEY WERE VERY LUCKY. THEY DID NOT DIE ALONE' THE WAY DUE TO

PIRATE ATTACKS OR ROUGH SEAS. THERE IS NO NEED TO ITERATE THE

REASONS mil. THESE PEOPLE; LIKE THE TENS OF THOUSANDS BEFORE THEM;

FLED VIETNAM. BY ESTARLISHING A SUFFICIENT CEILING IN

INDOCHINA -- AND I BELIEVE 50,000 IS THE VERY MINIMUM ME CAN

ESTABLISH -- THEN THE EXPECTED EXPANSION OF THE ORDERLY DEPARTURE

PROGRAM HOPEFULLY Will DETER VIETNAMESE FROM RISKING THEIR LIVES

ON THE HIGH SEAS ANM INsICAD WILL MOTIVATE THEM TO PURSUE THE

SAFER CHANNELS OF OOP.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM PREPARED TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS THE MEMBERS

OF THE COMMITTEE MAY HAVE.
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Senator Simpson; Most satisfying to me was the way our col-
leagues followed the issue; urderstood the issue, and that cannot be
done by otyi atone. You were very helpful in that educational proc-
ess, and 1 deeply appreciate its

I thank you very much for sharing your recent experience.
Thank you very much.

Senator HATFIELD. Thank you very much.
Senator SIMPSON. And now, as our next witness; the Attorney

General of the United States, and again; I say this with great Sin=
cerity, that of all the person& in this administration who have been
involved in immigration and refugee_ matters, there has been no
one who has been More deeply committed to the task and more ex=
traordinarily generous with time and skill and talent than you, sir,
and l'in deeply appreciative.

STATEMENT OF RON. WILLIAM FRENCH SMITH, ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

Attorney General SMITH: Needless to say, Mr. Chairman, I recip-
rocate those remarks. I certainly want to repeat what Senator Hat-
field has said, that what you have done in connection with thii
whole area has been outstanding, indeed, to the point where I
think a good many are convinced that it could not have happened
had it not been for your efforts.

Senator SEMPSON. Mr. Attorney General, may I just recognize the
senior colleague, the chairman of the Judiciary Committee who has
a very brief remark to make, if I may_ interrupt for that purpose.
He has a series of other hearings this morning. Senator Thurmond.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I'm in another meeting. I appre-
ciate what you just said.

I just *ant to take this opportunity to welcome the distinguished
Attorney General here We thank you for your interest in this
matter and we thank you for the good work you're doing as attor
ney general.

I'm sorry I have this conflict but I'M sure you understand.
Attorney General SMitH. I do, indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank yow Mr. Chairman.
Senator Simesonr. You het, Chairman Thurmond.
If you would please, Bill.
Attorney General Swim. Mr. Chairinan, I am pleased to appear

before the committee today to discuss the administration's propol;
als for refwgee admissions in fiscal year 1984. Let me begin by em-
phasizing tine importsalce that the adMinistration attaches to these
annual comsultationa and to the need for realistic refugee ceilingi.

I have oippeared before this committee on twoprevious occasions
to participate in the consultaticini Mandated by the Refugee Act of
1980. Based on that experience, I am personally convinced of the
value of these consultallom4 particularly as the ect is still new and
adminstering its provisiona continues to be a learning process.

In that regard, I wish to express the gratitude of the President
and the administration for the ongoing support and assistance of
this committee in implementing the operational requirements of
the act.
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Today's hearing once more signals our joint commitment to
thoughtful collatioratani in carrying out a rational, humane, and
realistic refugee policy and program for the Nation.

The world's re ugee problem continues; and; as we are all aware,
conflicts in and among nations continue to cause flight of refugees.
Our refugee policy will not solve the root causes of this massive mi-
gration, only the establishment of justice and the institution of re-
spect for human rights will

But it is our responsibility, a responsibility we share with the
rest of the world to treat the very painful symptoms while we
assist in searching for a cure:

In the past year, I visited Asia and Europe to improve coopera-
tion and understanding among drug trafficking and other mutual
concerns; including the major causes of refugee movement and U.S.
refugee policy.

This trip gave me the_opportunity to see firsthand some of the
problems and human suffering, and to evaluate our response to the
difficult issues presented:

I would like now to state the policy framework that gu'des our
program and the proposals for admissions we bring before you
today.

First, resettlement to the United. States or to other distant third
countries is a solution of last choice. Refugees leave their countries
of nationality out of fear, rather than choice,and 6uould be reset-
tled in distant lands only when voluntary repatriation or resettle-
ment in the region are not available options.

Second, the refugee problem is an international one; and the
United States needs to seek international solutions. While recogniz-
ing the severe impact caused by refugee movements on economies
weaker than four own; we continue to pursue efforts to expand the
number of refilgee receiving countries and their level of participa-
tion.

The administration is committed to a humane refugee policy de-
signed to respond to crises of special concern to the United States.
Nevertheless; the administration has also carefully considered the
domestic resources available to resettle refugees and determining
our proposed admission levels for fiscal year 1984;

The President is recommendingg the admission of up to 72000 ter;
ugees for resetelernent in the United States for fiscal year 1984;
Foreign policy and humanitarian considerations have led us to pro-
pose that this number be divided among the appropriate g
is regions in the following manner 3,000 refugeesAfrica: Sid 000
refug_eesEast Asia; 12.000 refugeesSoviet Union and Eastern
Europe; 1;000 refugees-,-Latin America and the Caribbean; caao
refugeesNear EaSt and Sonth Asia.

I again wish to stress this year that the proposed refugee admis-
poop

sion numbers are ceilings, not quotas. We propose tto admit up to
72,000, but it is pkwible that the final number admitted for fiscal
year 1984 may be less,

The underlying principle is that refugee admissions- to the
United States are a discretionary act by the United States for those
who have no alternative. It is not the right of a refugee tO be ad-
mitted to the United States simply because a program has author -
ized spaces available.

18
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Under the l'res,ierit's proposal; refugees from Southeast Asia
will ;wain largest share of ix)tential adtnissions in 1953.
Unfortunatel y. the continued repression accompanying the violent
reorganization of the Indochinese societies still forces large num-
bers of persons to flee_persecution.and more than 20-0,000 persons
currently reniain in refugee camps.

!Moreover. Southeast Asian refugees are among the-least accept-
in countries of first asylum. riuti. to the extreme edit .k and cul-

Lurid_ animosities existing in the rongion. In contrast, the _proportion
of Ti'fugeo admissions allotted to Mie countries of Latin America
aid Africa continue to _reflect a positive circumstancethe hospi,
tality and _generosity with which neighboring countries accept and
care for refugees.

Finally. _Southeast Axian refugees have among the strongest ties
to the United St4ites of_any refugee_ population. in addition to the
proposed admissions, which my colleagues will discuss at greater
Length in their presentations;_the Immigration and :Naturalization
Service projects that it will adjust to permanent resident status -up
to 5.ti0 persons who have been granted asylum in the United
States:

As you know, we are currently facing a dramatic increara in the
number of tan-sons already in the United States seeking asylum.
The roost recent figures indicate that there are in excess of 170;000
asylum applications currently__pending. It is generally conceded
that an unfortunate number of these applications are made by il-
legal immigrants solely to delay their forced departure: One of the
difficult questions_ to which we are seeking. an answer is how to
eliminate these abuses Which jeopardize this Nation's traditional
acceptance of those fleeing persecution.

_Enactment of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1983;
which ailready_ passed_ the &inate by an overwhelming bipartisan
vote of 76 to IS would assist us greatly to eliminate the present
abuse of _our asylum program; and more fundamentally to address
the closely rilatkl problem of unaontrolled illegal immigration.

When I appeared before your committee last year, I stated that
losing control-of our borders has thrown a_cloud over both legal irn,
migration and- refugee admissions. Your efforts, Mr. Chairman., and
the efforts of the committee in successfully negotiating this impor-
tant legislation through the_Senate for the second time have ad-
vanced the cause of safeguarding our immigration tradition.

Under the able leadership of Chairman Rodino and Congressman
Mazzoli: we have every. expectation of similar House action during
the -first session of the 9th Congress.

Passago of that legislation would ream-sent a giant stride in this
Nation's renewed effort to _reassert control over its borders.

Mr, Chairman, the admission of refugees under the Refugee Act
of 1950 is an integral part of the immigration program of the
United States: We depend in part on this program to_demonstrate
our leadership in _the Free World. America is the land of immigra-
tion, and as a nation we have led the world _in the search for_hu-
manitarian solutions to the problems of refugees. We should be
proud of our efforts.

I a
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we in the executive branch continue to strive toward realism,
consistency, fairness, and effective management in our refugee
program.

To that end; we have accomplished much in this past _year.
Sp-eaking for the Ipartiment of Justice, I am pleased to note that
we have recently promulgated revised worldwide refugee guidelinei
to help insure that our decisions are consistent among themselves
and with the law.

Others with me today will report more fully on the past, year'
activities and programs, as well as provide their more detailed
analysis of the proposed refugee program for fiscal year 1984;

As you know, the implementation of the US. refugee program
involves a coordinated effort by several executive departments, not
only the Department ofJustice.
__ The Departitient of State and the Department of Health and
}Ionian SetriticeS play a very large and important role in that
effort.

Togetht?r, we are learning to administer the provisions of the
Ak.'t of 1960 in an efficiert and fair manner; consistent

with both modern reality and our tiadition as a nation of immi-
grants.

ln _conclusion I would like to express my gratitude and respect
for the thoroughness, understanding, and cooperation this tiknrnit-
tee has demonstrated in fulfilling itS responsibilities in this area

Thank you for the privilege of consulting today on this vital
issue: _

Senator SIMPSON. Thank you very much.
You used the phrase that the abuse of the asylum adjudication

system throws a cloud over the entire refugee program, -and we,
and you orspwially, and Senator Hatfield knowand his comments
were threaded in thene,we know that the support of the Amery;
can public is essential if were going to have a generous refugee
policy.

And we have the problem of definition as a refugee and an il-
legal, undocumented alien or an unducumented worker. And the
people of America don't make the distinction; Nor; even, the dis,
tinction of extended voluntary departure, and special entrant, and

resident Alien. Those distinctions are all shaded.
How; -then; can we best avoid damaging the public credibility Of

the U.S. refugee program when we see this _abuse- within the
ii.SVIum system by so many doubtful applicants? I would love to
have your views on that.

Attoeoty Geuetal Sarni. Weld,- there is no question that public
support is essential, and you're absolutely correct that generally
speaking. the refugee program and the asylee program can be dam-
aged by being associated, as I think it frequently is, with the over-
all_problem of illegal immigration.

One way to do semething _about that is_to, as I have indicated,
pass the immigration program which this committee has recom-
mended. and whiCh has passed the &nate.

That provides for streartiliningprwedures for making asylee de-
terminations. That is very badly needed. Even short of that legitila=
tion. we are making it a high priority item to handle the large
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number of asylee claims which are now pending. As I mentioned,
upward of 1711,IHH).

Many of _those; we know; are _not appropriate asylum-claims.
They are filed by those who are _here and want to delay their de-
parture. as I indicated in my statement, through the device of the
extended procedures involved in making asylee _determinations._

We are going to streamline that process to the fullest extent we
can administratively: However; the only effective way to do some-
thing about that problem is to pass the immigration program
which contains the streamlined procedures which I mentioned;

Senator SIMPSON. It's been of interest to me in latter_ months
that other governments in. the world are revising their asylumpro-
cedures._ The German Government is revising its asylum proce-
dures. Other governments are turning their attention to that.
That's most interesting because_the._ same tremendous shifts are
there when you consider the 170,(XX) that you indicate now of
asylum applicetions, when we only had 4,000 in 1979.

Obviously, the systems_are being.gionmicked.
Well, during your factfinding mission to Asia, did the Thai GOV=

ernment express concerty_over__the U.S. commitment to the resettle-
ment of refugees in Thailand? _i)o you feel that the proPoied Asia
admission level of tl.;is proposal is- an adequate U.S. response from
What you were al,'..e_ to determine_ there?

Attorney General SMITH. The Thai Government did express con-
ce.-n at that time_Onee!,* the reasons forthe trip;_irt addition to the
drug problem, had to do with refugees. We visited the various refu!
gee camps;_One of the specific reasons was to review the procedures
that were being utilized by our INS personnel in Making determi-
nations with respect to refugee status.

_ As a result of that visit; it was clear that; although the personnel
there were doing a valiant job, more people were needed to accom-
plish what had to be done; And as a- result of that; we greatly in-
creasedas a matter of fact, we doubled the number of people who
were involved in that process.

The Thai Government was very receptive to that enhancement.
As a matter of fact, very_grateful for it. And since that time, as_you
know; we have._ pursuant to the national security _directive that
senator Hatfield referred to studied that overall problem in depth,
and have now come up with some worldwide _guidelines -which will
greatly facilitate that process, particularly in :southeast

The number that you mentioned, we think, is appropriate under
current circumstances; not only because our procedures have been
greatly improved, but also because the numbers coming across the
border have happily declined somewhat. In addition; the _orderly
departure program now is becoming far more effective and is work-
ing quite-efficiently; In addition to that; we have made a poiintas
has the_Thai Government and othersto emphasize that this is an
international problem. It is not a U.S.- problem. And, therefore, we
think that the emphasis; a strong emphasis should be placed on_the
fact that other countries should undertake to maintain their
burden in this respect as has -the United States; and there are indi-
cations that that has taken place.

_Senator SIMPSON; Just-one final question; While we are currently
allowing this up to 5,(X)0 asylum grantees a year to adjust to per-
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inanent status, our annual grants of asylum have farexuee, et! that
number; rd like your thoughts on whether this offer of asylum
should always be permanent, or whether we should consider with-
drawing the status for people from countries-where the situation
has improved enough to allow a safe return. That is the _particular
rationale we place on this curious designation of extended volun-
tary departure; that when conditions improve in the country; they
will be returned, and that I think, would be an excellent situation;
if we knew who they were;

But since we do not and there are literally hundreds of thou-
sands of them, that puts a different touch _to it. What are your
thoughts about that; abbiat the condition of asylum remaining a
continually permanent situation?

Attorney General SMITIL As distinguished from the extencW vol,
untary departure approach, the asylee approach, of course, is bated
upon a mise-by-arse determination_and each -case has to be decided
on its own meritson the baSis cif its own factri. I do not know of
any situation where once the asylee status has been granted; or in
particular; after permanent resident alien status has Wen granted;
that that situation has been reverted based upon a change in cir-
cumstances in the originating country;

That has not been under consideration by INS, and, as -I say, I do
not know of any situation where that may have happened;

Senator SIMPSON. Well; I'm deeply appreciative of your participa-
tion, and be very interested, and you might share some of the
detailed- reports that you might have circulated regarding your
factfinding trip to Europe and Asia. I think those were very impor-
tant, and I've read rome of those materials;

Just quickly; I think the one that is of most interest Ur the sub=
committeeanother one that's most interestini;_ we have a lot
plateful of things that are most interesting. Would you share with
us your assessment of the situation in Pakistan, hosting nearly 3
million; now; Afghan refugees; perhaps the world's largest refugee
population.

And then I will conclude my questions by that
Attorney Gener aaim. I believe that whit is happening in

Pakistan in the refugee area is really_ quite remarkable; and has
not received the attention that it properly deserves.

I don't know of another situation where a refugee population ap-
proaching 3 million as you have indicated; along with their cattle;
family; cats and dogs, and tents; have moved from one count7 into
another country and have in effect been resettled- there with as
little difficulty as has existed with respect to the Afghans who have
moved into Pakistan.

When I was :here; met with 2tX) or 301) of the tribal chieftaitii.
And it was really quite a moving experience. They had left their
homeland- solely because or the fact it had been taken over by the
Soviets. They are passionate abOut returning,and in fad it was an
emotional experience because of the high degree of emotion white
they exhibited in this respect .

ere are two principal reasons why this phenomenon_ him taken
place with such relatively little difficulty. I _believe the lira it that
they have a common cultural background, that is; the Afghans and
the Pakistan:
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Arid the second is that they hate this very strong desire to
nourn to Aighisnistim. Were that not the case, I think that_the
walk' would hate a major problem with respect to refugees. How-
ever; by virtue of the fact_ that they all are intent on returning
on the situation changes in Afghanistan, there are relatively few
who are desirous of being resettled in thfrd countries.

However; it is a situation which iti certainly quite _potentially
olatile. but has remained remarkably stable under the circuro

stames._ It's certainly an urea which requires a great deal of atten-
tiari and interest.

`senator SnmesoN. I thank you very much. Now let me recognize
another member of the subcommittee; Senator Chuck Grassley. No
one hits ben more afloat on this subcommittee in the form of
continuing hearings, and sitting through long hours of hearings,
and also has been more deternnned in seeking reform: Andfor one
that came into the issue in 1950, he certainly came up to full speed;
and I itm most appreciative.

azit5etor Crossley. _

Senator GRASSLEY. ?`bank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Smith. I'm
glad you're here. I'm sorry I missed your testimony I didn't think
I'd be able to come to this meeting at all. and I'm glad that my
schedule worked out so that I could.

I have an intermit regarding the number of Salvadorans we have
in our country now

Do we 'knave about how rainy people have come and for what
reasons they have come; and the extent to which if things become
inure peaceful there we could_ expect a large share to return, or
hopefully all of them .o return?

Atiorneo_ General Siam. We really_ don't know what the num-
hers are The estimaie that is referred to most frequently is some-
where around 300;000._

Thatimoy be high. But as with illegal iimnigrants generally it's
very difficult to tell.

With respect to how many might be able -to claim asylum; be ref-
ugc,es from their country, that again would hive to -be determined
on a case-by-case basis. Figures up to now indicate that that would
bea very- small number. -

Overall. large numbers, of coals*, come up through Mexico, and
to the extent that they would have cortie up through Mexico into
the United States, that would certainly_ militate against asylee
status. bemuse it wov:id indicate that the ultirrate goal was a
better life in the United States rather than vicape from a well
founded fear of persecution in l Salvador. Although as I say, that
is as qui:talon which has to be decided and can onlo be decided on a
case-bycase_ basis. _ _

Senator GRASSLEY. Can you speculate far us whether or mit we
would expect the_ Lirgest share of those 390;000 to go hack to their
couotry if the_potitical situation were_ to become calmer, or do you
think it would be a situation where they would only return under
&oxidation__

Attomey General Srarm. That's very hard to answer. Probably
the latter-. But that's pure speculation._

senator GaASStXY. Thank your Mr. Chairman.

2
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flatc)r SIM'sow, Thank you very much, Mr. Attorney General.
We deeply upprecu4te it in er wy.

Auonwy General Suim. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator St'soN. Let, m also express at ths irnê that the rank-

mg member of the s committee. Seniator Kennedy, had every in-
tent irn to be present this morning, ned there wei-e other co4r-
at ions, anti his staterent will be entered in the recnrd as if rend in
full, and of course he has followed this issue (or many, many years
in this country, ail aerves as a source f great experience and dl
assist&tnce to me in z.ee matter in every sense.

IThe matriat rthrred t follows:J

Vastp or perean M. Ksssrnv

ai oFLi'n n the ut, we are meeting again in tr shadow t a rafugee crisis

which o& global t'c* a4 treic in dimensions. Refuge problems afflict eve7
region of the gI today and th prnent even greater chaikngea to our tino e
kresgt iy and itarian assutance >rcreanL

1ecv eems to be rio end insght to the coo lese.men, wiirj and childrn who
coflt;tiio to ties' their homes and Lands for nil thu teonr that Lie behind the vio
leqce id .nt1i and *cstion of our tintei. This s.t yaa the rd the
once and of refugees has grown aubstantially In tnaiy sts of
os,lurn, arn there remain large numbers of refees requiring third country itet
(Linens

Ib4uttee moat be of concern to the United S te-nctt oay betause of our Na
ttns Long and proud hisocy in welcoming the homeless to'cr abaee-'but because
refugees ohio ps.ase critical rnatinniid nd foreign policy problems. We know from
a-ectnr history that inaseve retucrw , neana can nnbaian'e peace and stability in
tti world ni mch a arms race or p icial e trl1iary ronfroo.atiosa.

ee this today in tentral Anierica, where the plight of retügeea and displaced
persons has inrgey been ignored, and s1*es buma rights abi.,es continue. There as
ui urgent nerd t iwtide emergency od nd medicaj aesistiinice to almost a mil
lion reugees and dispicd persoe throughout the r,'loa. Aoi this week's staff

to the Subcomrltn, daronseotsjf we allow theeeumantanian problem&to
ester, they *ill only c jLAcatead perhaps utiderinineefihets to achieve peace

and stotshttr is the raiori.
Part iularly. in El Salvador. the plighi of nearly half a million displaced person.

cries out of action in Honduras. 1J,OOt) SaJvadn, Nicsiaguan end Guatemialan
retoes need continuing aasii anco- said protection. And in Gaacmala. Aiwesacing
vicdetwr and military activity is producing a sew flow refugees.

The Adm.min ration has- talked a great dent shout the need for more military aid,
but se have heard ldtk abuut the escalating Ilitmanitarian cr111.. It makes no sense
to pour millions of dollarii of military aseistance to El Salvador if It cannot pruvidi
biutc tseistance and princction to its citizens displaced by the violence end conflict
for h?cti military aid is sought.

i hoyie this adni.niatriitnin wdi not only follow thcogh on the recommendations
utlered in the Subcommittee's report, and increase uor hionanitariefi as3istanCeprO-
g-ani, I also hope We will Thially indicate our wiUiw ti admit some o( the refu-
geea fnion the region who need resettlement pportuiities. The reduction of our pro-
gra,n to onli LtMtt refugees front throughout Latin America is, in my view, totally
on'eptabLe. W will be norasg the resettlement nesdaoi many refugees.

Wc must be more responstvc to the need of hadoren refugees. including those
wl*a ha's sought oaf'-hsvcn or asylum in the United States.

We in'ist also be prepared to support tisnrd refugee programs eliwhere,
an Sinatheast Asia where our pa patton is eseenti&l tO guaranteeing

that refugees are given pn*eetiiaa in the cnata'iss sIC flest asylum.
I believe the Refugee Act of l9 continues to proindi us with a flix4 and

humame instrument foe araisting retugea's. and I want to indicate m willingnes, to
actively work with Senator Simpson end cith the Administration in admitting
those refugees vho are of tpecial huzniaitarian eeracet'n to the United States. We
can and must zo nore to soppoet international eurt. o aasist and protect refugees.

Senator Strii'soi. So, now, we have the duo,, dynamic duo from
the Secretary o(Stndes 6ice. W iave Ed Derwinski, counselor of
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the Department of_State, and who served this country for over 20-
some- years as a Congressman from Illinois, and a very effective
Member of the Department of State.

We have also Gene Douglas; who I've come to know, -and- appreci-
ate the intensity and sincerity he brings to his task; the U.S. coor-
dinator for refugees.

If you gentlemen would please come before the subcommittee.
Ed Ilerwinski; if you would wish to proceed; and it's nice to see

you. We're pleased to have you here.

STATEMENT OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF LION. EDWARD 3. DER-
WINSkl, COUNSELOR, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE. ACCOMPA-
NIED BY HON. II. EUGENE DOUGLAS. U.S. COORDINATOR FOR
REFUGEES; AND JAMES PURCELL, DIRECTOR. BUREAU OF REF.
UGEE PROGRAMS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. DEltWINSKI. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
I have a statement of approximately 20 pages which we submit-

ted to the committee, and I would ask leave to insert that in the
record. And I'll just touch on a few high spots and save your time,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator SIMPSON. An excellent suggestion. I will accept it.
Mr. DEKWINSKI. The Attorney General touched on the same sub=

ject matters, so in my summary juist avoid anything that
smacks of a duplication.

If I may, I would like to point out, as you noted in your opening
statement; that Ambassador Douglas has given this matter unusu-
ally dedicated attention; and a good part of our achievements are -a
direct result of his unusual persistence and dedication to the prob=
lem.

Also, I have Aasistant Secretary Purcell and Assistant Secretary
Abrams here in the event there are questions that develop for
which their expertise could be helpful to the committee.

I think the. main point to be made is that the practical rule we're
followinx in formulating policy is that refugees be provided for in
areas or regions near their homelands to the degree possible, and
that the movement of refugees to the United States is, in fact; a
form of last resort. As you know, if we didn't have that policy we'd
be innundated; and our complications would be awesome.

Keeping in mind that there are 71/i million refugees in the world
at thispoint, we can understand tile magnitude of the problem.

I think; though, that the State Department has a just and a very
logical way to address the demands facing us. A growing proportion
of our funds are now devoted to assisting refugees overseas, that it
in regions near their homelands. And a declining share of the
budget cost is devoted to the U.S. admissions programs

Whenever possible, we make an effort to provide selfsuffIcieney
support for the refugees, rather than extended care and mainte;
nance in camps. In this respect, we have the cooperation of the
U.N. and other international agencies in an effort to widen the
number of contributors and achieve maximum cooperation in this

2;')
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The Attorney General touched upon the specific numbers Pro-
Peted in ceilings for various geographic regions. I would like to
extend on that for just a moment.

The Africa_figure, for example, of 3,000 takes into account the
traditional African hospitality for refugees within the region. Ourexperience- has been that such hospitality, in fact, takes Olace; and
the 3,000 figure, we believe, is quite realistic.

The greatest need for third country resettlement is obviously
be

Asia. The orderly departure program from Vietnam, it should
'ye ivinted out is now_ approaching a monthly rate of 1,000 deparc
ture;.. This offers asafe, legal procedure and an- alternative to the
Problem of the boat people which Senator Hatfield touched upon.

The Amerasiah children from Vietnam now leave on regular
qights, and this has hien a program which has developed well
again; our numbers take into account the flow of these youngsters.

One problem that still exists that we'll eventually have to face,
in fact, we_hope we'll have to face, is that of the re-education of
cainp prisoners. These people who have been held since 1975 tinder
conditions of extreme hardship.

I believe we have an obligation tO consider them under our !TN,
Pe program. Most were associated with our efforts in Vietnam and
would qualify under our admission priorities; There will come a
time, when they will be able to leave Vietnam, and we would hope
to have a good program in place to meet their needs.

The ceiling for Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union raises an
area of special concern to many members of the Senate and the
House The ceiling of 12,000 takes into account the fact that the
Soviet Union is no longer permitting a normal movement of Jewish
refugees from the Soviet Union.

In fact, the number of those reaching the United States last yearfer the first time in 13 years fell below a 1,000, The President, as
You know, Mr. Chairman, has condemned the Soviet pOicy which
interferes with a legitimate flow r f refugees from the Soviet Union,but the fact is that this is Soviet Government policy and there is
veto little we can do about it

The other_ numbers for Eastern Europe will primarily be as-
signed to Polish activists, Solidarity movement leaders expelledfrom the country, and other Eastern Europeans coming to the
United States primarily to join family members alreadY here.

The Attorney General touched upon the problems in tittalAmerica in response to Senator Grassley's question. We have pro-
P a ceiling of 1,000, which we believe Will enable us to relieve a
situation of special concern.

SPecifically it should be noted that among those with especially
compelling need are a limited number of Salvadorans granted
nests? by the Government of El Salvador; It is hoped that -in par.
tinicdUivlaiarlayfrerving cases, these numbers would be utilized for such

propOted ceiling of 6,000 for Near East and South Asia pri-
marily relates to Afghan refugees. It should be stressedas the At-torn General noted in answer to your response; Mr. Chairman,the vast majority of Afghans hope and pray for the day when
they'll all be able to return to their homeland.

an t ) 1
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I should note that in this area; our admissions program includes
a small number of refugees from Iran. There are Christians, Jews,
and especially Iranian Bahai's who are subject to intense persecu-
tion in that country. The numbers that we have proposed cover
those who manage to escape_

Overall, Mr. Chairman, I would say that the State Department
approach to this_program is the result of hard work and extensive
consultation. in my judgment; it takes into account the politiCal re-
alities of each region and also the role and coordination that we
received from international organizations and the cooperation of
other nations.

It also balances our humanitarian and domestic concerns with
our own limitations.

Like you; Mr% Chairman; I believe -that this annual consulta-
tionand I am here representing the aecretary of State has been
effective. We welcome it. We want your continued cooperation and
concern, and we would hope; as you noted in your early statement,
that by adjusting your schedule next year you would have the op.
portunity to have the &-cretary of State appear before you instead
of this panel of well intended, but slightly lesser lights. Thank you;
Mr. Chairman.

Senator SistrsoN. Thank you, Ed.
I assure you that it is not a reflection upon the attendees; my

comment about that; it was just rich frusirati.a: nothing morei
about the participation of the cretai-y, and not for purposes of
the lights burning or anything like that.

The purpose being that when you have an agency of the FWderal
Government which expends 18 percent of its budget on refugees in
some way you are indeed a critical part of the mix, and it is just
that explicit.

So we must have that; and certainly there are many tunes along
the course when we deal with issues of immigration or refugee
matters when suddenly a foreign policy consideration will skew the
entire operation.

And then there will be this blank lookwell, it a foreign policy
issue, that's why we're doing that; And that leaves the Justice De-
partment sometimes in an exact opposite position, and that's some-
thing that I'm going to see resolved. We're going to see if we can't
have a little better cooperation there, and there is better coopera-
tion; certainly; than there was 2 years ago.

SO, I do appreciate having the views of the State Department;
and do indeed look forward to continual intense participation by
that agency in our efforts.

[The following was received for the record:]

2
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PPEPARED ST471PENT oF EDWARD J. DERWINSKI

F.0 s.:t,:,ects are of greater nJman concern an our foreign

v;:afl vf, pitya of ft.= r3f is re1;;5*.es Eact decade in

he pas- r_ilf century has its record or refagees seeking escape

from .4.4arosi;iun; :n vnis cecado along we nave witnessed tt.T

mass flights on a historic: scale: 1.o mzliton refugees from

:nzocr.ina: ono million from Ethiopia; and over tnree million

from Afgbahistan. Tn. human costs of such exoduses can bP

moasurod in vro loss of people to the home counri, often

inc:ading 'h amlest and most spirited; the burden of added

papalation to 'he rocoiving ocantries, whether near or far; and

`.,.man toll on vte refugees themselves.

As in v:.o last, the countries from which the largest numbers

of refJgoos have fled are those that have fallen to communist

domination or leadership, for it is in those countries that the

basic aspirations of life -- which we sum up in the term human

rights -- are moot persistently violated.

As we look to the future there is growing recognition of the

need for j full international process of burden-sharing to aid

refugeoi.; Such a process needs to look for new ways to expand

the circle of countries prepared to assist in caring for

refugees. We a?so need to consider what can be done to

anticipate and prevent refugee flows, in particular to reduce

the size and duration of the massive exoduses that are

occurring With increasing frequency; The rights of refugee

heed to be preserved and protected; At the same time the

responsibility of governments bleeds to be spelled out more

clearly to reduce or eliminate the situations in which entire

populations are forced to look to other countries for the

minimum conditions of decent life.
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":.7.1-a SU evident a:, Ine recognize the growing

na 411 refugee-receiving countries, including

-.n, :ace in aucurhing tef..:gees Even where refugee

.1in a ge,graphsc regsun they can nave

Ini.4c. on :7.e 'Local populations and on economic

smi,J. can Le just as great if refugees are
_---_--

muved dis.an. .tird countries. The successful adaptation of

retgees shusuld nu. obscure he hardship that the refugee

ei-rence 1::+uues un all concerned. Discussion of refugee

__. *Itr, a recogni iun uf the need to come to

417. .'!%e zoom cao es.

aresded that America's leadership role does

h:,.; ;:az,esi reg_iire that refugees bM admitted to the

State... A cunsIdered approach to refuge., programs

,W,UrlJusde r.a made I. possiLle in the past two years to reduce

*Un.i4III tr.e t.:moers of refugees for whom resettlement in

he and c,rher third countries is the appropriate

;I..16 114:3 been a MajUr U.S; policy oujective, cne

ho ums.ed Nations High Commissioner for

and t.4 the inerna.ionall communiy as a whole.

:f preventun Is the uest cure fora refugee problem, ',hem

the Rex' uea., clearly, is for refugees to be enabled to return

freely to .nesr homelands. Often this cannot take vlaz, right

4w,y, in he facors that causou refugees to flee may

change enoagh u make possible such voluntuay repatriattoll,.

have. efforts wherever proposed by the UNHCR,

Insiu.sng that hare be safeguards to assure that the

rfugeeu. rIghu are prOteCted.

Was



isver. 1r rpatriatior. IS not IMZ..,Ilateqf In signt,

1, n-oikes sense ta care for refagees wttnin tneir region. Ir.:

neignring caantries nave les of langaage or

t.ni: at...sta.:er which eaae acc,pv"ce ret,ge,.4 flu

ta:Ilitate tneir Langer term integration. Such local

reoettlemen, also preserves the possihtlity of tte reLgees

retsrhing to tneir numelands as condittons change.

:n yenefal, t!'e expectation needs to 5P challenged !Lit

Le:-z.ini - ref- gee egsatea to distant emigration. Except wnere

req.ired oy Sp..214: circamstances solutions tJ refagoe

:_asn, close to home.

International Relief Effoets

Eacn year since 1961 J growing snare of State Department

fsnda allocated ,3 efagee programs aids retagees overseas;

wit:: a declintng portion devoted to the U.S. admissions

program. Wherever pussinle, and to consultation with tne hust

gavernmen, and tne UNHCR, or contrinatios support programs

al7.ea at caning tn.- transition to refugee self-safficiency and

long-term solutions. We look to the UNHCR to take the lead in

,rganizing international aid effort in sucn a way as t0

en3Ag tho wIdPLt poJSiLle namher of donors and to tiring to

Lar the resoarceo of tree appropriate international agencieW --

the world Food Pru.gram; United Nations Childreria rund (UNICEF).

the World Health organization; and the UN Development Program.

Nri-United NOtIon:3 bodtPS such AS the International Committee

,t the Red Cro::s (:CRC) and the League of Red Crous Societies,

ao 0'2: .13 private humanitarian orianizations, also play vital

role.; in reIL:gee distaoce programs. Tfirough theLe

,rganizationsi. as well as dttPc.tIi; Pno u.s, aids refugees In
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ew.ry part of the '..r retagee assistance will amoant to

_are S300 in F0,44 for Peace

ana Is likely to cone close to !«.2.t total in FY

itrg.

Size of the maj,t a,1.stance programs that we rapport

include:

Africa_ :he countries v! Africa have neon .40t4q0.-.'S in granting

rerage to large hammers of retagees in Otani Cases providing

I.ind for resettlement and conferring citizenship or Otter legal

star.::: On refugees. For or part, the U.S. has allocated

a largo proportion of or refugee assistance programs to

AftiCa :n tree Horn of Africa, several American private

Irblaritary agencies servo as key operating arms for the MICR;

:he U;S; Sapports a number of special projects in such fieldt

as 4.d,;zai!ton and health for African refugees and is a leading

contrimubr to the International Committee of the Red Cross

(ICRC) program Which aids refugees in areas of armed conflict

and civil strife;

Central AMerita; The U:S; has provided ono-thit4 of the

rapport for wormaiorai agency programs (UNHCR, ICRC, World

Food Program) which Assist El Salvadorans, ;uatemalans and

Nicaragaana who have taken refuge in HonJdras and other

countries or *he area. Our programs are designed to encourage
_ .

and maintain the asylum radltWei of the Central American

co,:ntries.

Pakistan. The United States has Upon a major contributor to

UNHCi and other international programs to aid the ;.* Mil io

Afghan refugees in Pakistan -- the largett Single refugee group



in tree world. 7::Ar. C.overament of Pakistan has carried thz

principal responsibility for assuring masic life support for

cer.:iees hirkfirn Its borders. Some seventeen voluntary

agr1,71.--z aid in pruvidice refuctee relief AAA -.sefvt-ces.

The U.S. continues to provide

financial sppor to the United Nations Relied and Worts Agency

(UNRWA) which is responsible for assisting Palemtine refugees

in Near East. :n addition, the U.S. contrit&uted over $100

million in relief and reconstruction aid for LetaneS* and

Palestinian displaced persons following the 1982 invasion of

TrailanJ an.. Kampuchea. :Le U.N. Border Relief operation

(CNBRD) continues to coordinate relief programs on the

::,si-Kamp.cnean border. Attacks on Morder camps by Vietnamese

military forces from within Kampuchea forced many Khmer to seek

.mpcaarl refuge f,irther inside :hailand, and the requirements

fr food and medical aid on the border remain substantial. We

af., maj.Dc cc.n.cibutoc to the international anti-piracy

program organized by UNHCR to assist the governments of the

area in protecting refugees from pirate attacks at sea, and

plan to us. the added resources provided oy the Congress for an

expanded program.

International Pp-settlement Cooperation

Despite the emphasis given to aiding refugees in the regions

of *heir homeland; *here continue to be circumstances in which

traPrP is no human. alternative to moving refugees to other

codnries, including the linited States. This is particularly

32



pno ro:sgoo. .-ahhot n- car.. far in first asylam countries

any ,noro 16 ac ;:rospect fur rer_an to the nomeland wittout

ta: prop..7ovtor... In soar, siraations tnp U.S. must cranttnue

:ai: rocogniaini tnat tte

ro:_g-o rocottloc.ont is oho 47.1C4 properly On L.,

tnto:nattohal c..1mmanity.

tnero nave neon ccnrinoed actions to

tho Lao-, :..rogoe resettlement. .Le UNHCR and the

C-7.mt.too or MI:jratiOrt (..M) nave 4.4C acted

tno tneir mandates to encoorage additional

ha] t. rotag000, ant to persaaoe traditional asylum

countri.o maintain .r expand tneir programs. Significant

_t :ot g000 Iho,ocnineS0 And OtnerS -- are carrently

d Ao.,tralta, Canada, rup Federal Rep;v1ic of Geraiany,

a%d :ahco. .:omo countrioa with smaller programs accept

refog s and tr.,i4e needing long term medical cate.

3:nh7onts :,avo given commitments ro r#.4:01v. refsgees

roscsod at ,,J. A4A,3t af tnis year the J.S. net in

aith :-nisr immigration ofticiais of AaLtralia, Canada

and :al-an 6 coarothato programs for Indochinese refugees. WO

in to contin- so:h consoltarions on An e.y4'mrsded oasis in 'to.

Pro: Adnih %oveln

ceilings proposd by the president rot the

c Ihg year relfpct these c un hiderAtios and priorities and are

J rev1Pw v. f,reign policy interests and

!,ananitarian concern:: V,alanc.d against thP constraints of

7tP recommended fur PY 19b4 are J4

!,11,4.:
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3;000

E3S X1.1 :0;000

astern Eurc.p., anc 're Soviet Union 12;00

Ar.erica and the Caribbean 1;000

Near Ease. and ScL:th ASIA 6-000

72;000

wef..j,e admissions to the U.S. since eluactment of the

Ret-gee AC' off 1906 t,..IVO as

Fi 110: -

Fl 110. - 17,3:5

Ft 1103 - t1,000 (estimated)

In each mess years actual admissions have been well

below the ,zlItngs sot by the President following tie

consultations with Congress. In the current year t+:0 estimated

admissions will run some 29;000 below the agreed ceiling of

90;000. It tas been our policy to accept only refugees cf

special concern to the United States; who meet our admissions

criteria and are not otherwise excludanle; for whom there are

no other reasonable resettlement possibilities; and whose

admission r:..sp9nds to compelling U.S. foreign policy interests

or humanitarian concerns;

Africa

Althougm tho grea, majority of African refugees are cared

for within the region; there continue to be individual cases

and groups of refugees for whom international resettlement is

required: The proposed admissions coiling of 3;000 will enable

34
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: relpue rse prec...re in certain

are.- and al.: eco can cP carPd for in tme region

dtr:1C-: thclunes 11.7.1-ed nuns...p.[5 of urban

.,...,1=11 into raral areas,

;-rtu:.r.Pr." and urLer refuge-es neeaing

rehr :,r ur security rea:zons. Out

responutve to the special claims of

rei.;Pp, relarives Jr other lie= to the United Sratesi

s.merices make it more difficult

a t, locally.

Al':. n-r71.4.t Jf n0w refugees arriving in first asylum

,t ...0-rnpasr Avila IS down from the peaks of past

rnpre c,mtnae to be some 19:,000 c.irtently in first

a,y1..m ref-qP camps (This figure does not include an

addii_haI Z10,000 Khmer In oorder encampments along the

Tnal:rarpuchea trunrier.) Deep ethnic and national differvinces

and anriarhie. M4Oc resorrIemenr in nearby countries always

dit:ic-It and in most cases Impossible. Consequently, klt

c.,un.ried ,rfering temporary refugee -- our close frientlui and

Allie. -- remain under heavy domestic political pressure ,to

licit rho nmbers of refugees in their territory. The proposed

.dmi,s.sion:.; coiling of 50,000 thus responds to urgent foreign

and srra-e.itc facrors, as well as considerations of

hdmaniarian concern.

c,anriies of rho Assoctarton of Southeast Asian Nations

(A:AANf have been on the front lines of this refugee emergency

ainco bPqinning. for thorn it represents the direcri

3
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aggressitc17 olicies my tLe

o.n people and towards the

no:3:.Loring otates of Kampoznea and Taaos. For domestic as well

a. ..trototi..: AL:AN t.trirs ::.4Vr a vital interest

:17.1.1r:4 1174,ACr ot tno Intl-ix, Ana trey snat,.

Lrtnitng tnlo i.ragran ra a nomane concloston.

recent al l r.s In Hunalolo confirmed that this goal

:n a.:o.ora poi:otos of the ctn.r ma3or rP.sottlo.zent

rotogoeo, ana .itn the

.r.ternai-naIty manaatea on;octios of tit :sHcR. we tope that

-:. trona ,t no. arrivals ana comntned effort Of

"tri o, L. .no arra, tn. resettlement coontries, and the

re_olr In a c6rIttr..oa red-ocrton of the refUgee

t olat. .111 It posstnlo to look to the next two

e fecal btaje ut !-,1s,,Itc program.

nain; t, a rezent Prestaenttal atrec.ivo, the state Ana

rtrentu nave roa..7nr,d agroomon on rovisec

a',..,AlIno.; tor tef.jer procoostng whIch spoll out in d.!ail the

categories of various groups with an

clai to tet.g Immigration and

NJ. .ralizatIon :,-rvIc (INO) ofticers will continuo Lo

tGr making tnJtvidoal ca,ie-wy-caae detorminations

but the detail.] Information in the

t.Ilelt"oo .,old v.ake It possible to evaluate getup.. claims

a r.ro..

ah .:.==rent year the total nomber of Indoctinose refugees

enterihj tre boture 5eitembor 30 is estimator! at 37;500,

'r-An 'ho 64,000 coiling for Fr l9b3. Anotnor



:uf. ;lacing tats year will he 14

1..... C.7 - ra- to a_ch claasea aa of the etc of

tnia y-ar aha .111 nter ancer tae FY 1964 telling.

7n- i.tal-aaa.,3 :.as Asia ceiling fcr the coming year take::

aa*a.aant a: three ir.grAM,:, 4! altoationa of particalat

can,:ern to aar

Prirac. ia]?) from-vLet-nar

-? Li- aireemenr between the UNac? faric

following the Grn,,a boat tefLiiee

c In 1V71. tQ provta* sa. 1.-;a1 altornetivr

0he al. allies, ricks of refv;,-. fliitt Ly sea. Mace ass

:jnificah, of this pragram in 1963; bringing the

n:ma.ers ta A monthly depart-re rate for the J.s. of clone to

160 tno ssmo namLor depart for other

7h.re are .ndications that Virtnameze who asi be

c-onsiCeibi 111*.q.11 flight are at last teg4;4Ing 11, OD? 44 A

viable alternative. A significant portion cc tho ry 196A

natLera :SAS, A414 will r.. ,-4,11tZed fot (AD? zaaes,

Ameri.:ari C:Ildren from vietnam

As the ,cr:11,Pee knowa, we have carried od, the objective of

'10 l'1slattOn tn the case of Vietnam through the

De;,ar are Program, .tilli;nq refuge.' numbots as

nececaary. Viotnamsso-Amoricaa i:ntldren are of erspectally

c,;!7ern to many AmericAnu, and we want to Le certain

that adequate nanbers are AVAllAbi* to +Walt all loch cares:

31'
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c-L_Ler at A-Oel.a.$14OA AallItteC et..A far, Incl....ding

immeziae relaivez, sc over peraohs: :te L - =ees L4VO

tnarea,aed in r,cn, mcm,ms, and A ifoeiftg FCoportfon are

' Itt.*4.:,'!at1C,A 141.A0ter

a.- nave long ma:.e .:Ioar car special concern for those

etn.,7e,;e, many of tnem associated witn car past A.4o9rams In

vietna7, r-iiVt. Leer nela' as political prisoners in Lo-cal10,9

' r....z-c41am camps.* a e..ehemism for comcemtratson camps.

nvcr. i.ci...onera nave oeen held since 1975 vn4or conastions

t aevere i.rivaian and hardsnip. Sox. nave L'een released for

' re-ezaca ;.:n in 1,14Ce,. 4110444 .0 ['tar,' LaMP4

stall deprsved at their civ1 and political rints. We have

the UtA:!Ci0 an4 tn. :CRC to intervene on yer,olf of those

prisonera, to sees improvement sn their conditions of detention

an.1 to aerpt to arrange for Priest release. :here can nr na

i.;estion of oar oLlsgation to consider such former detatners

tr adissiah na «r aar programs. Many, prooaoly most, are

" y.alit1 -nder our nignos i.10",1.

4

recommendations of this Committee, we have

strengtnened and extended the English-as-a-second language and

caltar:1 rienation (E5L/C0) krograms In the Pri6geo

Peace sing Centers (RFC's), with close to 901 of working-age

:rdocnineae refagee now 'receiving this training Gefor. they

enter t!-,e U.i., many of them fora Call six months.

PrlimIhry resat' of independent studies cuotirm the val.,. of

A,
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overseas larag...1;* and caltara'. -tudies it preparing

rer=4eeC tCr et'ry tO the Chited States. We have also

traintt4 programs for Etniciptan refugees

train Africa.

:n .it:. .ne ,:enter for Disease Control of the

is Meal.n SP:vice we taiie taken a series of act Ions tO

ic; .ne cedical screening and treatment of refugee$ nefore

r ce;.ar.-re for tne U.S., with strengthened follow-6p

wnere needed, by public teal..h officials in the 0.S.

.,wed sedecal facilities are planned Icr the RPC's to be

i--; in ia:. tnroui.r. cons sations from jaPdineSe

and private scarces. III addition to the improvement

in trr ret.gees 1.nat this will make possible, it is

clear 'tat .e cost: of treating medical problems abroad are

icanly below tte costs of comparable treatment in the

C.S.

L.P1.4-, and Eastern Edropie

Tr.o. 1"..4_;1' year naa Leen mackee by A continaed decline in hp

n.nt..er of rP;t6gees lierititted to leave the Soviet Union, and

c.ninued sub....an.lal but relatively stable hombers of Polf,s

and o'ner vaatern Erup.ans in temporary refuge in Western

=.P-pe. '-'al
of Jewish refugees coming to the U.S.

tr,.n ',:nion tell below 1,000 this year for the first

.t70. :ewl_n enigration Logan to be permitted in the early

rids been accompanied by public campaigns

,n alleging Pte. all tiuviet Jews wishing to depart

nave 1,ne a claim re.leced icy concerned experts in our own

Pr;. and namber bt Armenians Coming to Ph+ U.S.

3.1J1
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frc,ra the '.1.S.S.R. !",1= continued at the 300-400 level of last

year, al4o a historic low since this program began.

Tne z..4.1,;riy of the refugee numbers for this region,

.4.7:oringly, are being utilized for Poles and other Eastern

E.:ropeans. Most such refugees manage to make their way to

Auz'r14, tne Federal Republic of Germany, and other Western

European nations; wnere they are able to apply for permanent

feueteIement elsewhere. The largest single group are Poles who

Were already in Western Europe when martial law was declared in

tne.r c6.:n7ry at the end of 1981; There are few signs of Poles

re-.rning home following the announced suspension' of martial

law in .741y, 1963, and many Poles outside their country

continue to :Leek opportunities for permanent refuge in the

wl St.

In "IF' pas' Year; some 500 former political detainees in

Poland, mostly solidafity activists who have been released from

prison, were permitted to *ravel to the U.S. with their

families. The former prisoners make initial application at

American posts in Poland and are assisted in further processing

and travel to the U.S. by the Intergovernmental Committee for

Migration (ICM). A comparable number of ex-detainees have been

accepted by other countries.

There continues to 00 a substantial flow of refugees from

other Eastern European countries, many of whom can be expected

to come to the U.S. Since the Second World War Eastern

European refugees havls looked to our country as a safe haven

from ?!le communist regimes of their homelands. Many continue

to do so.
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Latin America and ib4. Caribbean

Although there are substantial numbers of refugees and

persons displaced by fighting and civil strife in Central

AMerica, Ph. tradition of asylum in negnboring countries

remains well established. Our programs are designed to encourage

and support that tradition. The proposed ceiling of 1,000 will

enable us Po relieve situations of special concern by admitting

to the U.S. former and current political prisoners, immediate

relatives of refugees already in the United States; and persons

with especially compelling needs. Our admissions kill include a

limited number of Salvadorans among those granted amnesty by the

Government of El Salvador and their families, up to 26-0 persons

in all. We continue to provide major support to UNHCR and othec

international assistance programs thro.ighout the region.

The proposed admissions ceiling of 6,000 Will make it possible

to admit selected cases out of the many refugees who have

rPcoivi,j temporary refuge within this area. By fat the largest

number are Afghans who have left their country since the SoViet

invasion in late 1979: some 2.9 million now in Pakistan, a

sizeable number in Irani and smaller totals in other countries

including Phe U.S. -- in total well over three million. The

great majority are tribal people who look forward to the

possibility of returning to Afghanistan and for whom temporary

resettlement is the preferred solution. As is the case in other

regions, the primary U.S. response has been d major commitment to

supporting the International relief programs established to care

for the refugees within the area. In Pakistan these programs

include self-sufficiency projects aimed at priabliRg refupea to



contrib.:-e to their own uuppurt in their situations of

temporary exile. The U.S. admissions program for Afghans is

carried out on an individual basis and applies primarily to

those with close family or otP4 ties to the U.S.

During the past year we have alsu implemented an admissions

:rogrdm for Iranians forced to leave their country following

the overthrow of the Shah and the rise to power of the

Ayatollah Khomeini. Based on our experience in 1983, we are

extending our admissions prograM in 1984 to Iranian refugees

oatside their country, but not permanently settled, 'Wen if

they do not have relatives or other ties to the U.S. There has

been upecidl corwern about such groups as tho Baha'ip

Christians, Jews, and others ringled out for discrimination by

the current regime. Our admissions program will continue to

offer a sate alternative tor these and other victims of

oppression.

Domestic Considerations

As reported to the Committee in the mid-year consultations

and in our testimony on the reauthorization of the Refugee Act

of 19b0, we have taken a series of actions aimed at improving

the integration of refugees into our communities and cities.

We are mindful that in bringing refugees to the U.S. we are, in

effect, admitting future new Americans. Our goal has been a

program that assures that aII refugees coming to our country

are given a positive start on the path to self-support through

employment as productive members of our society. The history

of our programs shows this has been the case in the past, with

many of yesterday's refugees and their children becoming

leaders in our society today. We want to be sure our programs

continue to serve that objective.
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;de gave continud uor expanded program of working with the

private voluntary agencies to assure that refugees receive the

111 range of assistance specified in our cooperative

ajteement:-.. The voluntary agencies have a long record of

refugees, in this country and abroad, for which they

merit tall recognition. At the same time we believe that they

and we hAVe benefited from the monitoring of their operations

tLa is now in effect On a continuing basis. There have been

mana,jement reforms to establish self-monitoring by voluntary

agencies, to strengthen, contact r,!tween local affiliates and

welfare offices, to insure a minimum of ninety days active

a:isistance to each refugee, and to provide special attention to

c'Aldren who may be vulnerable to placement breakdowns, all

serving the overall goal of assisting the refugees and their

families in moving towards productive self-suffiCienCy;

:n cooperation with the Department of Health And Muman

Services i WP are taking advantage of the lower rate of refugee

arrivals in 1963 and 1984 to bring about constructive changes

it a program that grew rapidly in previous years, to some

extent stretching the capabilities of all concerned. There is

now in place a network of national, state, local, governiiientaI

and private cooperation capable of assisting refugees already

here and meeting the needs of the future. We belieVe the

reception and placement program is working well and that

further improvement can be expected in line with

recommendation: of the Refugee Assistance amendments of 1982

and the revisiu provisions of the cooperative agreements that

have been presented to this Committee.
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concl6sion

our refU9ee programs are an essential part of our foreign

policy and continue a generous and humane American tradition.

admisiona proposals outlined above will enable us to

.oninue to do our fair share while helping sustain the far

greaer numbers of refugees being assisted overseas. WP hope

h.by w 1 1 I have your suppor.

Senator SIMPSON; Now; Ambassador Douglas, please.

STATEMENT OF HON. IL EUGENE DOUGLAS

Ambassador ElouctAs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be with you again this _morning This is my

second annual comultation. I think it may be a record off' surviv=
ability for U.S. CoOrdinator,

Senator SIMPSON; A record?
Ambassador LVouoi-As._ inake lots of records, but this is one of

the more benign ones, I think.
I want to echo the theme that has _become very popular, and very

safe;_ and that is to praise the consultation process and the vitality
of interest of the members of this subcommittee.

Of all the things that I will take away from this experience in
Washingtoni I think the consultation process may certainly be one
of the more vivid.

The usefulness of it in exchanging views has another aspect as
Well, and that it the Ability to represent the views of the Congress
when we move overseas and around the country. Despite all of the
difficulty and work that we put into to making the consultations
function as well as they do, I think is a very great positive element
in the whole (fstwess of the way the Americans manage their refu-
gee_ program.

So, for what it is worth_ this_ morning; the consultation process
does seem to tts to.be_working It does seem to have a very positive
effect on our ability to iranage and to hold the national program
and its international-aspects on an even keel.

I have a prepared statement Which we have submitted to the
subcommittee, and if you have no objection;_I would like to have it
included in -the recd nand make a few additional comments.

&nator SIMPSON. Withot,t, objection.
Arnhawador_Dououm &mator_Ratfield brought up a point this

morning that I think_ is_worthwhile to take a few minutes and ditfr
cuss. He voke shout the reductions in refugee ceilings that had
been made over the last 2 years, and he gave his opinion; and a
very_ inform opinion, on the accegsbility from an Asian view-
point particularly an ASEAN viewpoint of_ the &UM _niulibers
that the administration is recommending for Southeast Asia.
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Senator Ii ttield's comments raised a question; of whether the
pem-ption of what the administriition's refugee team is pursuing is
as understood in the public and on the Hill as it seems to be within
the administration itself.

As va- have looked at the worldwide refugee situation, as we
have surveyed the populations and their resources that are dedi-
cited to relieving humanitarian pressures in refugee situations, we
have held several things in our mind, and I think they are worth-
while to list them and to make a few comments about them.

One', we have been far more interested in forming the interna-
tional response and the domestic response_than just coping with it
We found that the numbers in 1980 and 1981 were so sudden and
so large that it was more a problem of coping than it was trying to
form either the mechanics of the international response, or to fine
tune the way we were able to deal with it here at home.

Both the House and the Senate committees have been most
persistent in keeping our attention focused on the need to form our
responses rather than to just cope on an- ad hoc basis: When we
look at Southeast Asia, particularly SOutheast Algai the adminis-
tration's team is impressed by the need for a clear vision, certainly
for compassion and a humane vision; but, above all else; for a sense
of realism and balance and what we are going to be able to achieve
over a_lt to 4 year period:

We have learned that there is a_certain lag time, or lag period
between starting a new policy direction and seeing its influence in
the field itself It has been our view that apart from what our own
ability to accept and resettle Southeast Asian refugees maylse, that
we have found_it to be important -to- bear in mind what the rest of
th world was likely going to be willing to do.

If we were to continue a high, high level of refugee resettlement;
and speak of continuing that for an indefinite future; it's our view
that the other major resettlement countries, Canada, France, Aus-
tralia chief among them; might lose a certain amount of its enthu-
siasm and optimism to continue to maintain its current rates of re-
settlement, which are; given the sire of their population; very re-
spectable.

We have worked quite persistently to continue improvements in
the international management of the refugee situation not just to
save money, but to make sure that the moneys and the personnel
that were going to be available would be directed at those essential
lifesaving protection and humanitarian assistance activities that
must come in advance of any resettlement:

We have further been most mindful_ to encourage a new way of
looking at refugee self-sufficiency for those-mass populations who
are going to be long stayers in a country of first asylum. -

Here we have chief in our minds the large population in the
Sudan and in Pakistani

And finally, we have tried to be very mindful of the domestic
consequences of these international activities:

The sense that Senator Hatfield expressed that 50,000 was
almost an irreducible minimum seems to assume that our-50;000
will not be matched by 10,003 or 140% from Australia and other
thousands from Canada and France. If you were to add the interna-
tional response in this coming year; it will likely be equal to ours,
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if not greater. And I think Assistant Secretary Purcell would be
better able to give exact figures if those are of interest to the com-
mittee.

We feel that the 50,000 number is good one We feel that it is
an achievable one for domestic resettlement. We feel that it is an
acceptable one for the country's of first asylum in Southeast Asia.

When the Senator spoke; as- others -have; both in the press and
elsewhere in hearings on the House of Representatives of those ac-
tually admitted to the United States this year I think it is impor-
tant to repeat that there are 15;000 or more other refugees who
have been interviewed -and approved by the Immigration Service;
who are undergoing English language training, health improve-
ment, and cultural orientation in refugee processing centers in
Southeast Asia.

The number that are actually admitted to the United States
seems to be less the focus of concern of the Thai Government than
how many are approved and how many leave Thailand; whether
they go to refugee processing centers, or go directly into the United
States is, I think, a secondary matter.

While the situation in the refugee world certainly looks grim at
times, I think for Southeact Mia the administration's team is more
optimistic now that we have time to work toward a less crisis ori-
ented response, after the meeting which- the United States held
with Canada and Japan and the United Nations High Commission
for Refugees and Australia in the Pacific this past summer.

I think for the first time that watershed meeting reached a
common assessment of the camp populations in Southeast Mkt,
what we expected from flows, barring any other new disaster in
that troubled region, and had a clear and confident assessment
among ourselves that our chief allies and the High Commission
were tracking along a common course of trying to provide a re-
sponse without providing a flippant encouragement for people to
leave.

There will always be a serious enough need for persons to seek
the status of refugee. But we wanted to make certain that we had
done all that we could not to encourage those whose motivation
might be less than life threatening to depart the region.

Since we will be discussing in greater detail with Mr. Purcell and
Mr. Hawkes and the Commissioner of the INS; I would like to close
my testimony and these initial comments with a note of apprecia-
tion, not just to the members of the committee, but to the staff of
the committee who have worked so- hard on their own to keep us
informed of the desires of the members, and to relay to the mem-
bers the thoughts and programs that we have before us during the
year.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SIMPSON. Thank you very much, Ambassador.
[The material referred to follows:]
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PliEFARED STATE:KIT 8F FUN. H EUGENE DOUGLAS

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I an pleased to

be hot(' today to discuss with you the Administration's

pioposals for refugee admissions into the United States for the

coming fiscal year. Along with that discussion. I would like

to share with you some further philosophical obServationS

conr-erning America's role in relation to the worldwide problem

Of rofugees.

This is my seccd opportunity to formally consult with the

Congress oh the anllual refugee admissions to our country. As I

observed last yeat; the position of the U.S. Coordinator for

1:efuyee Alfaits affords the incumbent one of the more

exceptional platforms for observing a broad range of

international, as well as domestic. poIitiCal developments. In

a sense, the issue of refugees is a concentrating prism of the

events of our time.

T-Aay my colleayues in the Administration will be

explaining id full detail the Executive Branch's ViQW .41 our

request for the FY '84 admissions ceiling of seventy-two

thousand (72.000) refugees. I will go no further than the

observation that we feel that the recommended ceiling meets

humanitarian needs, protects the principle of first asylum. and

is consistent with our domestic and international concerns. I

deed not remind this body that the task of balancing the

foreign and domestic policy factors has become increasingly

more difficult xn recent years as refugee admissions have

merged with other migration concerns to heighten public

awareness regardtng the IC4!.11 impact of absorbing large numbers

of foreigners.

4
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Last year in an article published in the fall Strategic

Review; I wrote that "It is safe to predict that in the year

2000 human pressures on national borders; group demands for

refugee status and resettlement, and individual appeals for

asylum will still rank Si major issues of domestic and

international politics." Noting the exceptional complexity of

migration isaties, I suggested that we are likely to see the

sovereign control of borders, like the management Of tbdeth

economies, beComing more and more a matter of consultation (if

not confrontation) and negotiation between nations;

During the past year, my office has directed considerable

attention to the resolution or improvement of international

conditions that directly affect our domestiC resettlement

situation in the United States.

Ih my view; many of the problems we experience in

resettling refugees in America can be managed more effectively

by fiett ensuring that we have taken all reasonable. pOssible

actions to stabilize refugee populations worldwide.

In order to do this we are carrying forward onto our FY '84

anenda the following crucial tasks: (1) emphasize

repatriation: (2) broaden the international participation in

the planning and implementation of refugee Self-Sufficiency

support activities; particularly in Africa: (3) maintain a

strong commitment among all the major donor countries who

resettle refugees and (4) continue improving the health, be:4th
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Enylish Ianyciag0 4nd work orientation programs for refugees

before they arrive in the United States. Every item on this

list is important and will be difficult to achieve; but the

ratter of repatriation deserves special comment.

Th0 United States is by far the most generous country in

the world in accepting and helping refugees. At tiaes, we may

even be generous to a fault. For years we nave accepted for

permanent resettlement more refugee-5 than all other countries

of the world tbmbined. We also accept hundreds of thoUsands of

legal immigrants every year and an even greater number of

illegal &Ilene WhOto we kike no serious or concerted effort to

apprehend and expel once they have dispersed across the

country; The United States also provides more assistance than

any other country to the United Nations; Red Cross. and other

agencies helping refugees; We should continue to be generous.

But there are limits.

OVer the past eight years; the world has experienced

successive refugee trial* lit the Far East, south Asia, and

Aftita where voluntarY and safe repatriation has been diffitUlt

at oest when L.,.)t altogether impossible.
We should bear in mind

that the Marxist and Sov2Of inclined governments in Indochin4,

Afghanistan. and Ethiopia have been quite content to see masses

Of their own people flee to betake a burden on neighboring

states. Cur task is to see that this historically vety brief

hiatus in refugee repatriation doet not secome a new and very

dangerous permanent State of affairs.
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As an initiative of the Cwrdinator's office. the first

ministerial level meeting of the Consultative Group on refugees

-- Australia, Canada, Japan, the United States, and the UN High

Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) -- took place in August. The

ilportant issue of voluntary repatriation recurred several

times during the talks. The UNHCR was strongly urged to press

vigorously to continue its program in the Horn of Africa and to

reopen the voluntary repatriation program in Laos which was

suspended earlier this year. With regard to Vietnam, while no

one projected quick positive repatriation developments except

for a limiteo number of humanitarian cases, it was recognized

by all as importatnt to engage the Vietnamese authorities in a

continuing dialogue looking to the future.

VOluntary repatriation, even under UNHCF auspices, can be a

source of anxiety for the refugees themselves. We must be

reasonable and compassionate in the selection and

implementation of repatriation programs. But repatriation must

be rehabilitated as a moral and practically viable option in

the worldwide refugee picture, even though it will face us all

with difficult, at times even tragic; choices. Yet unless we

wish to see even larger resettlement flows or press countries

of first asylum to the breaking point. we have few other

options. One can only view with great disappointment the

failure of the community of free nations to come to grips with

the root causes of refugees.

A final note on the Consultative Group meeting. In light

of the improved situation in Southeast Asia, the United State*,

'
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Australia. an.1 Canada agreed to maintain significant

resettlemcpt efforts for the next eighteen months. For their

part, Japan agreed to maintain current high levels of financial

contributions to relief activities in the region and to

actively consider raising its admissionevceilings from 3;000 to

5.000#

Cn arfolher oWth* FY '84 agenda topics, we have

significantly LWOved, with the help of a $4.3 million

donation trim the Japanese, the Bataan processing center in the

Philippines for U.S.-bound refugees. The improvements in

refugee health, English language, and work orientation

abilities that we expect from this project. will do much to

lower stateside medical costs for refugees and prepare them

sooner to accept entry level employment in their resettled

communites.

A major refinement by the Administration of the refugee

program was made this year when INS issued a new set of refugee

processing guidelines intended to improve the processing of

refugees to the U.S. and to minimize arbitrariness in that

process. These guidelines became effective in August 1983. but

their major impact will occur in FY '84;

In the coming year; we anticipate a further expansion in

the Orderly Departure 'Irogram (ODP) from Vietnam.

In addition to offering an alternative to the dangerous

boat rcute, this program is thu major vehicle by which we will

bring out the remainder of the Amerastan chidren in Vietnam.

Last year, we were able to bring out approximately 500 of these

5.1
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chilJtn thrcull oUU. Next year, we hope to eubatantially

inore4,,y that number. The release of these children frog

Vietnav is nct only one of my priorities, but implements the

deci!.1.:.n of the Congress to extend a compassionate and generous

hand to these children.

Not only AMerastan children, but all refugee children --

who are particularly vulnerable as refugees are a special

concern of my office. This past year. we have worked with the

INS to review U.S. policy towards unaccompanied Minor children

in the refugee camps in Southeast Asia. We have mow issald new

processing guidelines to the field which we hope will resolve

the backlog of this caseload;

Many of the problems we have been working on this year

involved not only complex negotiations internationally, but

extensive interaction between the various U.S. Government

agencies involved in administering the refugee program. As a

tcr planning and interagency cooperation. the PresiNent

has established a Senior Interagency Group/Refugee Policy.

which I chair. This group includes representatives of every

U.S. Government Cabinet department and agency involved in

refugee affzirsi.

While international refugee riuestions -- management and

financial accountability of the international organizations.

alternatives to resettlement. improving the ODP program.

issuing new worldwide processing guideliuww. and improving the

preparation of U.S.-bound refusees -- have occupied much of ay

attention this past year we have also been attentive to the

domestic side of the U.S. refugee program.

52
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Despite all our efforts over the past years. significant

problems persist in the domestic refugee program. Refugee

costs remain high. as reflected by welfare dependency rates.

The relationship and division-of-labor among the Federal

Govorument. state governments. volL(Aiiry resettlement agencies.

and sponsors remains imperfectly defined. In the absence of a

broadly accepted revitalized sense of sponsorship. the refugees

are moving more and more into the orbit of entitlement programs

under state management. To us. this represents a regression in

the traditional idea bf refugee sponsorship which is

unacceptable to this Administratin And to most of the American

people as well. We are committed to returning the principal

responsibility for the resettlement Ot refugees to the private

sector. albeit with adequate Federal assistance in the early

stages. Having recognized the difficult situation we are still

facing. I hasten to add that I am not despondent about

improvements. Quite the opposite.

An important Administration proposal for FY 'R4 is the

consolidated or per capita grant program. We believe that per

capita grants will provide states with tuch needed flesibility

in their approaches to helping refugees obtain self-sufficiency

and make them more accountable for the successes or failures of

their management. It is the states and counties that can best

make decisions about the most apprmpriate mix of cash support

and social services in their area. The status quo needs

Improvement and the best improvements come from the local level

-- not from Washington.

VP.
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The consoltdateo grant %....as never intended -- and is not now

structured -- to cut the total amount of Federal funds

available to the states and lOcaIities; or to drastically

deviate from the current allocation pattern among states. No

aspect of the per capita grant program limits currently

established Federal responsit lity for refugees. The

initiative is Intended as a first step toward local solutions

to the welfare dependency problem.

Congress is currently debating its initiative to bar

refugee access from public cash assistance for the first 90

days they are in the country. I believe that this debate

represents national frustration over various aspects of refugee

sponsorship. Though the Administration has several problems

with the proposed legislation, I agree with the underlying

premise that traditional sponsorship and other private

initiatives must be revived. In any case, the Administration

is committed to working with resettIement.agencies and the

prir.at. sector to broaden the base for private 4-1tiatives and

support. By this statement I do not mean that the private

sector must necessarily match or exceed the Federal

contribution dollar for dollar, but that individuali communityi

and church sponsors must be returned to the program in a

persoral and caring rale for refugee individuals and families

until they are able to support themselves.

The Administration's refugee team will continue to explore

alternative programs for the delivery of services to refugees

other than through the current Federal and state welfare

network.
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The problem witL delivering refugee services through

Federal welfare programs, such as Aid to Families with

Dependent Children; is that entitlement programs, which are not

geared toward refugee self-sufficiency. take precedence over

Refugee Act mandates= As a result; some of the major

incentives envisioned in the Act to support early independence

and self-sufficiency among refugees have been blunted; We will

be taking a hard lock at the delivery of these services through

entitlements in the coming year; to see if there is not a more

efficient and effective means to let the Federal dollars do the

job they are intended for -- namely; promoting the earliest

self-sufficiency. Often refugees do not find jobs as quickly

as they otherwise might because of the disincentives built into

the entitlement system which compete with the entry level job

market. But another reason is a lack of imaginative planning

and a surprisingly widespread failure to emphasize our

partnership with those who create jobs in this country -- the

private sector.

Curing this coming year, I intend to lead our efforts to

better involve local business leaders in helping to resolve

particular employment difficulties for refugees. We have had

encouraging although early results this year from a small pilot

program directed at jobs for Hmong rqlfugees. In talking with

various community business leaders throughout the U.S. in the

past year; I find there is a trememAos resevoir of good will

towards refugees that has yet to be mobilized. We will also

continue to encourage self-help initiatives by refugee

community organizatIons specifically aimed at refugee small

business development.



We are alsc looking at the benefits of fdlIOW-up English

lang;:age training tc refugees of te-r they are working in order

to stabilise job security and support upward mobility.

At the core of .111 the options we will look at in tke

coming year is the building upon and strengthening community

resources that assist refugees, rather than continuing to rely

or. Federal gnvernment programs originally designed for other

needs.

Private sector responsibility for refugees diirihg the'r

Initial period in the U.S.; volunteer sponsorship. refugee
. _ .

community self-help initiatives, and other Options are not a

panacea, bUt they are the building blocks which offer a base

upon which to construct a sound, effective program.

We do not intend to diminish the Federal role in refugee

resettlement; but to revive the role of the private settOtc.

The Federal Government is responsible for admitting refugees

And fe,r providing adequate support for resettlement. It is my

strongly held VieW, hOwev.r; that refugee resettlement is a

partnership among states, communities, resettlement agencies;

churches, the bUsiness community, the Federal Government, and

the Congress. We must find a more effective balance AMOt4 thit

partnership to athi-eVe the improvements we all acknowledge are

needed in our resettlement programs. I am confident that the

resettleMent partheI:4 will work together in the coming year to

achieve the goals we have established.
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Senator Sistsosi. Just a few questions: Mr Derwinski; you note
in your tes-timony that an improved international response in the
last 2 )iears has allowed the United States to substantially reduce
the numbers of refugees we accept for resettlement

Could you elaborate just a minute on the details of that Un-
proved response? Where have we seen the increased involvement
here, if you could?

Mr. DEltwiSTSKI. Ambassador Douglas can give you more details.
International cooperation, particularlv as regards the refugees in
ASia, has been maintained effectively-In fact Ambassador Doug As
had a very progreive session; in July in Hawaii with a number of
major participants.

Cooperation, especially in Africa, in serving as -host for refugees
has been most effective. The same holds true in Pakistan; as noted
by the Attorney General.

These factors; in which the United States directly or indirectly
has played a major role, permits substantially eased pressures for
resettlement in the United States The figure of 50,000it's 72;000;
with 50,000 for Southeast Atia realistiCally reflects the anticipated
refugee flow.

If you look at the broad picture; I think it falls in place in a
rather clear and workable fashion.

Ambassador Dounixs: Seruat.o; I would say that in relative
terms that the US. resettlement program over the last 2 years hat
probablv fallen more than Canada or Australia's has.

It is not our intention to brag about reductions. We have tried to
set our numbers bated on our perception of the need and what we
thought the United States could deal with Canada and Australia
have always done that as well.

But we have increased the level of our communication and our
coordination so that there is a far tighter monitoring of the camp
situation and the need for resettlement places in any even period
of Cnte; so that we have been able to bring our numbers down
somewhat sharper than they did, althOugh our numbers were abso-
lutely very -much higher than theirs were to start witlt

Senator SIMPSON. I think we would all agree that the reduction
of the refugee population in Indochina is encouraging, and I notice
that you have seen a corresponding reduction in new refugee camp
arrivals.

Could you _tell us at what levels those trends must continue for
the United States to conclude the Indochinese refugee program
within the next few years, unless, of course; situations outside of
our present observation would comae up,

Ambassador DOUGLAS. Senator, I don't think any of us on the ad-
ministration side are thinking in terms of concluding the Indochi-
nese refugee program in the foreseeable future.

I mean, that would_ imply that there will be no refugees. We
expect there to be a flow of refugees from Southeast Asia for the
indefinite future, just as there is a flow of refugees from other
Communist and Marxist states years and decades after the access
to power.

We are attempting; and not just the United States, but the other
major resettlement countriek and the High Commission as well, to
bring the numbers in the camps down to a level where you are

5/
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talking about flows in the 10,009, 15,004\ and '20,000 range for the
United States, and the 5,(X)0; 6,000; and 7,000_for the other major
resettlement countries, in fiscal years 1986, 1987, and beyond.

Our attempt here is to so improve the orderly drarture and
retard the begat departures; and work through the camp popula-
tions while at the same time encouraging the United Nations to
work dilligently on voluntary repatriation programs for those wr-
sons who really do cot wish to resettle abroad_ and who have no
political bw.l.ground to veA f that th y conW not eventually go
home with some international monitoring;

Among the countries where we see some hope for restarting a re-
patriation program that ended only last May, would be in Laos.
But we're looking at a 2- to 3-year program so that the levels of
resettlement will come down into the area of while not comfort, at
leaot not crisis;

nator SMPSON. Well; I think that certainly I wouldn't want to
indicate that w-e were going to conclude. That may not have been a
fortuitous selection; but what I'm saying is working it down, cer-
tainly there never will be a conclusion to refugee issues in the
world. They will always be with us from every country in the
world; or most countries in the world -not every.

But just getting it dovm to the handling of the appropriate levels
where we do not have people retained in camps and so on, and that
is targeted for somewhereperhaps in 1966; is it not?

AmbASS6dOr DOUGLAS. Well, we certainly hope to have the camp
populations in the major first asylum countries significantly re-
duced. I'm reluctant to give an absolute figure. But if there are fa-
vorable conditions on the sending_ in, we would hope that those
camp populations would be halved by fiscal year 1986_,

Senator SIMPSON. Just one question, then I'll ask Senator Grass-
ley if he may have some questions.

It haS been noted that the U.S. assistance to refugee programs in
Africa has been cut because of new prokets which are promoting
self-sufficiency; and of course; that is a rather consistently low
number.

Could you just describe briefly those new projects, and you, Ed,
or however you wish to address that

Mr. DUtWINSK1. Jim Purcell.

STATEMENT OF JAMES PURCELL

Mr. PURCELL. My name is James Purcell, I'm the Director of the
B ireau for Refugee Programs in the Department of State.

To say that our interest in Africa is declining l_think_would be
erroneous. We are pursuing projects through the U.N. High Corn-
mission for refugees and other international and private voluntary
organiza;,ions in Africa, to pursue a different tack than we have in
the past few years.

Rather ihan keeping refugees solely dependent_ on care and
maintenance, we're going more for refugee self=sufficiency. We're
trying to keep refugees in a condition where they're not totally de-
pen&nt or' international organizatians for their subsisterice, where
they can contribute to their suhsistance in a way that will eventu-
ally allow a return if political conditions permit.
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Several projects that we have utuder way; I think; would show
this policy. We fiLve, for instance, in the Stidazi,_a pitted, southern
Sudan Refugee Assistance Program under the sponsorship of one of
the_major religious voluntary organizations_ _

This program is designed to help Ugandan refugees in southern
Sudan &come agriculturally self-sufficient We also have in Sudan
a project a vulnerable groups project under the auspices of .Sudan
Aid which will be coming into effect within the next few months
under US; funding; _

This program again is designed to deal with Vulnerable groups,
to give them some degree of self-sufficiency, to keep them off total
international organization dependency:

We have a _project underway in Rtuinda which will allow sheep-
herders who have recently come over from Uganda to begin _to ex,
ercise their normal trade, again; trying to keep them off of total
international care and maintenance.

We have assiztance; health projects in Somali . other countries
of Africa, whose __major purpose is to allow refugees to assist this
degree of self-sufficiency. We have in the _pa.st f=aded the U.N.
High Commissioner's program in_Africa at the rate of 331/2 percent

That's the highest U.S. contribution we Make to any regional
program. We will continue that in 198& We have been working
with the High Commission as have other majordonors to indicate
that we want a change in the program, and I think that milky is
being carried out We are very supportive of Mrica and I think
our programs and budgets reflect that interest, sin

Senator SIMPSON. Chuck, do you have any questions you want to
exprew?

Senator GRASSIXY. I_ recently returned_ from a_ trip to Africa
where reports were made to me regarding the situatiom particular,
ly regarding the- deterioration- of the Uganda tribe,_ with [larger and
larger numbers being herded into camps with conditions there verb
bad, and that there is an effort by our country and other Western
European nations to do something about that I hope it's fruitful,
because from what I've heard the situation is yen! bad.

I would like direct my attention_ to what Mn Derwinskiatated
about_ the President's concern regarding -human rights violations in
the U.S.S.R. I appreciate the President speaking out on those. I
have been active in forming _a group of_North American and -West=
ern European parliamentarians regarding which &Astor IkOon-
cini has been a major help, and which our Chairman; Senator
Simpson has joined; in hopes_ that we can get a united effort by
parliaments and give a united direction to our governments _relat-
ing to this problem of human rights in the USS;R; and specifically
the dramatic decrease in emigration.

We have a groupcoming to Washington the week of October 17;
Were seeking a meeting with the President. I would hope the
President would meet with us so that we can give greater visibility
to the group. Also I think that it will express in a very public way;
President Reagan's concern about the issue.

I also see Mr. Algamg in the Acitikrwit. I _krumv !se's not testifying
but -I look forward to a meeting soon with him to discuss this inter -
parliamentary group.
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I don't have any qu_estions, except any way that any of you can
help us in this effort, I would very much appreciate it, and Senator
IleCorani would, LOO.

Senator SIMPSON% Fine. Thank you very much.
Just one or two other questions, then. In the expansion -of the or-

derly departure program out of Vietnam-, how does- that _work in
with our commitment to the Thai Government to reduce the resid-
ual refugee population in Thailand' We take larger numbers
through ODP Gem will that reduce the numbers we take
from the camp population_ in Theiland,_Malayshvand Indonesia?

Ambassador 15ciuct.a.s. would nay that it is philosophically and
practically quite consistent with the statements that we have made
to all the ASEAN countries about continuing in this partnership
with themand in resolving_the regional refragee situation.

The :AMMO number that we have recommended, Senator; in-
cludes our best estimate of what will he within the US: guidelines
out of the camps in Southeast Asia,' those people who want to reset-
tle, plus a 1,041Wamonth figure for ODP. I think the Thai Govern-
ment views the improvements in the orderly departure program in
some of the same ways that_we do. Namely, the faster it- grows; the
more secure it becomes, the greater radius within Vietnam of
access to the program, the less likely people will we -hope; to-set
out -in leaky boats and risk their Iives, and, therefore, land in rust
asylum countries.

Senator Siupsos. What is the number of persons now in South-
east -Asia; _your figures; in refugee camps who have heel,. found_ by
the United _States_ and other resettlement countries not to qualify
as refugees? In other words, the true residue that we must deal
with in the international _community?

Ambassador EkoUGL.A.S. Senator, I don't have that figure.
Mr. Ptiacru.. I don't have a precise figure, Senator. I can tell you

this past year the INS reviewed _and approved- approximately
.11,000 .refugees for admission to this country. The INS figures
would indicate that they approved about 74 percent of ti' refu-
gees whom they consider;

Some number of those may be- represented under the new guide-
lines that have been put into effect in the field. Generally other
countries will consider refugees that_ do not make _the US. pro-
gram, but we'll have to get a precise figure and supply that fee the
record for you, sir.

Serator SIMPSONL Who _would have that figure?
Mr. Puscr.i.t.. We will be able to get that Urom our offices in the

field, indicating the number of refugees that were considered and
approved or denied.

Se_nator_Simrsos. I would very -much appreciate_having that.
[The following was subsequently submitted for the record:J
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71;L tiLNA7:1: dultICIAla COMMITLE
hiARIB3 uN REFUGEE consuLTATIon

:..e,rehLer 3G, 1563, tLete were 17C4467 InQuchinese

ry,:-tyreJ for rezettlez.ear. Zlt tLiz

4:,337 «ere Li.dt arrivals in first asylum; 131,11U were

1.An; arrival :a tirt asylwr... by location, the Lreakdoan

!11.1

1,715

1.,h, 13,462

Macau 657

.hallna 140,4U6 (of which: boat Vietnamese 9,276

Land Vietna:aeLe 624

Land xnmcr bli2C6

Land Lao 66-308

140;488

2,512

t;e7.41

obi
176;4..7

'11,e ,love tiILre:. do not Include the 2,46f, Indochinese

rvfo,iee in tt.t. RPC at Gdlin9 And the 15,758 Indochinese

refugees in the PKPC at Bataan on September 30. These

refugee hove i,ecn accepted for reL,ttlement and are

andergoing language training iin4 cultural orientation.

ONOLk tam deterineU that all 176,467 IndoChihese

refugee! in first al,y1:Jm in Southeabt Abla qualify as

6
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EcILIqre:-. Ana are in ueva of reSettleRent outside the

firSt-atyIsm coal:tries. Some of these refugees rave been

tbUtid ineligible for resettlement in any Major

resettlenent country; a large number; pethaps as many as

50,Sflo to CO3SCO, mostly Lao or KhZer, have not indicated

4n4 lnl'.rfeLt In reLetrlett r tSi t t area in tb* bop*

they :..ay retart to tneir 4omelands in the future, or are

in 'cIuSrd an4 not accessible tot third-country

riertlebent consideration. In addition, there are

pernaps 15,soU Vieinanese boat refugees who have arrived

In tirat aaylub since May 1, I9d2, have no ties to the

aho ate cur...turfed to be *new* priority six refugees

tn.- 0.5. is not yet considering. zany of

the-e also nave no ties to other ma;ior resettlemeht

mry bat readily eligible for reetilenent

The S. contarlurs to press other Laic'

to COnLI4Vr this group of

In Ff 19b3, 5a.;542 Indochinese refugees ware presented to

the ra.n. Ibmigration :nu 6aturalizat1On Service fOt

con-ioeration tor .11C;IISSIOn to the U.5. of thii namber,

4O,IL: or al.6 percent were approved for U.S. entry; 9,705

or 17.1 percent were denied under Section 101(a)(42) of

the In:T.igration and Nationality Act as not meeting the

U.s. definition Of a tetsgee; 535 or .9 percent were

denied ondet Other grounos of ineligibility; 137 or

petceht were oeterted for further consideration; Many

tt.ue who were denied unwpr Section 1UI(a)(42) bay ti6W

oe reconsiJeto under the new 1:45 Guidelines which became

effective in mrly August.
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Ut:.rr Major tre.,1c.zrnt cuta4tries also continue to review

rr.eir dvertdrning soave and reterritii ctnera to

other ..,,,htrted for COnlde"ItIOt.

rea..bnsi tr.t. :rri.rt=eLt ...r.at,ly to i4OVICle

.;T1 of tioi* in fstzt

:7,4y c.t qaality for resettleiwnt io the

r1,...t.yre. AT present, there is no inWtcation

th ahi t!%te toO,OldU 7tetnahehe in first asyluo

.ill eit;e: oe e voluntartly ret.rn home of

tzr.: and other napi-,r resettleiarnt

that wodt, tt Rat all, of the Vietnahese

L, resettled elsewhere. Perhaps a oaArity

of the 62;000 Khmer refugees still in first asylum

alLo will need resettlezent out of the area: Of the

6.4,14w, plud Laotian reta,ieed, .s dirty AS one-gcrter to

one-thud, at least, will need tesettleuera outsides of

so..t:,east Acuitional nur,.:ers of Lao nay need

totr4-cobtrty resettleit if the 9Nheit is unable to

arran4e a resdoption of voluntary repatriation.

6.5
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Senator Sissi-miN One final question, we have a recent_titicikii;
mittee staff report which will come out through the auspices of Mr.
Day and Mn Tinker, suggesting that the displaced persons ilioblern
in El Salvador needs attention;

The other day on the floor of the Senate we had an -interesting
debate on the issue of extended voluntarj departure with regard to
El Salvadorans which focused some things back: But the displaced
person problem is one that I think is

You might share with us what the administration, just briefly if
you will, please what are try prepared to_ do; what new_pro-
granis-Senator Kennedy and f added some funds to the Depart-
ment of State authorization bill last Thursday. Is there a need formore legislation_ to provide sufficient sums here? Are they prepared
to follow the subcommittee staff report abein improvements in
thou areas? In those camps? Would you share that with us, if you
could; please.

Mr. PURCELL. Yes; I would be happy to, Senator_ The
iv for displayed persons programs within -the executive branch
rests with the Agenq for International Elvelopinent.

In I9S_2, we contributed with AID $6 million to launch pectriiiii
on behalf of displaced person* This year were proposing to make,
ue that I presently have a letter before the Congress to reprogram
approximately $'2_5 million for my Bureau's share of that peOgraiii.

We estimate than_ there are approximately 400;000 alisplaaxl me-
sons_ in Salvador; We have two project*, one addressing _Medical
conditiOns, another to provide work for displaced persona
We will hope to- continue our funding this year and will certainly
be looking at that program in 19184 for whether additional fiiiiding
is necessary.

I might mention that this past Thuridas we had_two efforts to
review the biidget_of my bureau_ One, the Senate Appropriatims
Sub oniniittee on Foreign Operations_peoposed a $30 mtiliosi reduc-
tion in my overall level of funding. The &nate Foreign Relations
COmmittee did authorise an additional $10 million for displaced
persons in El Salvador, and an additional $25 million for displaced
pet-sons and refugees in Lebanon.

So, I Will be attempting to try within a substantially reduced
funding base to meet these new requirements that have been added
to the authorization process.

Rut I would make the point that the responbility for these pro-
grams rests in AID, but because of the impact that disPliked per-
sons have in producing future refugees_ we're vto sensitive-
that and my bureau has contribUted half of the funding that has
been made available; even though this is not technically our Orb-
grant. BLit we'll continue to he sensitive to it.

Senator SIMMIN. Thank you very much, and thank you for your
appearance here this morning

Nice to see_you, Ed.
And _now the final dual presentation, Alan_Nelsori,_ Commissioner

Of the tinnugrutiori and Naturalization Service and Phillip Hawk-es,
Director of Refugee Resettlement of the Department of Health and
Human Sericets. --

Dr. Hawkes, and Commissioner Nelsen.
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Let me just say; too; that on a day-to=day basis in this role as
chairman of this itilicommittee, certainly Alan Nelson heti been an
extraordinary' contributor to our effiirts,_efforts of national under-
standing,_absolutely unselfishly inaling himself available through-
out the United States to describe to the American Palk the lams
of immigration and refugee policy and reform in those areas.
_ And I deeplY appreciate it. Dr. Hawkes has been a very_ attentive

;IcillOwer of all aspects of this; even with some creative solutions of
his own which maybe we'll eventually even get to, hopefully;

please proceed.

STATEMENT OF A PANEL CONSISTLNG OF HON. ALAN NELSON.
COMMUSSIONEL IMMIGRATION_ ANDNATIMALIZATION SERV-

It's ICE ACCOMPV:IED LY_PHILLIP HAWSES. DIRECTOR, OFFICE

,0 OF REFUGEE- RESETTLEMENT. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND

HUMAN SERVICES
Mr. NELSoN. Mr Chairman; thank you for tb kind remarks. and

I certainly appireciate being here with you again on the refugee
consultattons.

1 likewise-have a statement tat I WOutd like to submit for the
recoM, and I will jolt briefly sunumarize the points;

Senator SrAliasos. Without objection; so ordered.
NEtAioN. The points that vit would stress from tlw Immigra-

tion Service would be some of the interagency activities that haVe
gone et,,, the cooperation and coordination between throw agencies
that are aPPiering before you today, and also some of the items
that we have vursued within INS to improve our operations. The
several points ale as follovne

We did Worgariire our own Office of Refugeesi AsYlum. and
Parole, u_pgrede4 the Director to the Assiatarit Ccerunissioaer level,
an SES portitiost.We've established that utit reporting directly to
the Etecutive Commimioner, whizt has given greater
focus and clatretarection to this Work._

We haire impl Med! or are adopting; a rotation policy for
overseas wsonne ll. is t to _the _policies of the
State Department and o GOveriiment agencies to insure that
we have pod personnel overseas.

In that regard, we also have Made a inumber of personnel
changes, and, particularly, as the Attorney Gentriil indicated,
added scitne_penTonnel. We are moving to eliminate temporary duty
staff assignments in favor of an ire in wrmanent staff. Obtire-
Cu.*, this is a more efficient and effective way of dealing with per.
sonnet needs. ,

its Part a the personnel of we also have improved and et;
eanded ou- training programs; a lot has been done in the hot year
Much more remains to be done, but we are making some good

fortrairtikg
not only for overseas refugee processing but

for domestic asylum protesting as well.
YoU are familiar _with the cooperative effort as it was alluded WI;

We appreciate Senator Hatfield'i kind remark* _turd thoee of the
Attorney General. I think the work of all the agencies on the Nee
tiOtud Security Decisbm Directive 93, and the peoteduresgerserated
thereby free; whith we devised new categories and new guidelines,

t,)
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/uLs been done effectively: There has been good cooperation ansong
the various Government agencies, as welt as coordination with the
voluntary agencies. A recent meeting in Manila_of iegreuketitatives
of the State Department, INS, voluntary agencies mud atIssr3 -field
people as well as headquarters peoplewai a effective kickoff,
I think, for the implementation of these new 'They have
now been in effect for a month or so; they seem to i*"_working wc11.:
The guidelines are living document* and certainly the categories
thereunder will be inadih'ed -.a circumstances dictate, but we think
that they are effective as will satisfy some the preexist con-
cerns:

Chie of the concerns_exPressed by some on the other end of the
spectrum is whether this is possibly a change in the case4ziyease
pi-mewing: We reaffirm the casehy-case_mthod: We think -it's ap-
propriate, that it's consistent with the Refugee Act, and that the
use of categories assts and supplettentS but does not change the
case-by-case approach.

_ As I have noted, there_ has been_improved cooperation hetween
the various agencies. Airibasr Tc,r Efotigirs also Made reference th
this and to the recent lionoiuu meeting attended by representa-
tives of many of the American agencies, as well as by representa-
tives of the other countries he rieted.

The asylum area, alluded to by the Attorney General, and ad-
dressed by some of your questions is _a major problem area that
continues to affect all of us. We at INS, Mi. Chiiiirinan. have up-
graded the solution of this problem to one of our highest priorities.
We have focused on it with the personnel changes indicate& We
are working to put more _staff resources into it, particularly in
those offices having the big Wilt of claiiiii. Were attempiing
reduce the iloaccoptably large backlog of OWL We now have _dour
bled our- paw....msing fir -2 years in a row, to approximately _20,1*0
cases being procesled Racal year, which is about equal to or
slightly over tile number of new receipts.

So we are making progress: There are areas in _which we need to
work more, for example, cutting out frivolous Ciainki, Efforts are
underway in that regard.

Mr. Abrams and land our staffs iurre been working together and
will continue to work together cloiely on this area. But, as the At-
torney General indicated, the key is certainly the legislative reform
for-which we know you Nov pushed so hard and which we hope
Will be fruitful this year

So I will dom. .st this time and would be pleased to respond to
your questions.

1The material previoasly referred to followil
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F ,-LPAefD STATEMENT f HON. ALAN 4ELSON

Pleased to appear before the Committee today to

tee Kiministrations proposal for refugee

admi:_sicns for Fiscal Year 1964.

Tne Attorney General in ems remarks made reference to his

tr:T, tD .'3tneiL=t Asia ana -Lurope to observe refas,ee peOCessing

.rsttana. :t was my privilege to accompany him on that trip.

It was ate fcr me a memorable experience and assisted me

great:y in directing the Immigration and Naturalization

ServIr'a etf.7.rts to inprove our implementation of the Refugee

w, like to review for you some of the actions that

Wa have ta_en at :SS during the past year towards that end,

s eciti.a::y towards providing better staff and more guidance

flela and towards irproving interagency cooperation.

Firt, i.e have reorganized the Office of Pefugee, Asylum

Parole:, upgrading its director to the level of an Assistant

Ccem,ssioner and establishing it as an SES position.

Second, the I%5 overseas offices

rhe Execera:e Associate Commissioner.

clear direction to our work oversew

Tird, we have adcpted a rotation policy for our overseas

NrscnneI sinilar to that used by the State Department and

f per qr,vereeent agencies who have programs overseas.

now report directly to

This has given focus and

Fourth, key personnel changes have been made and we are

working towards the olimtnation of our temporary duty staff

An,.1qnrr..nt!i in favor of an increase in permanent staf: over-

seas; A weII-trained, permanent staff dedicated to re:tigee

and asylum work is the most effective and efficient method of

handling this sensitive caseload in a professional manner over

the or tort;
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Finally; we have exrined our refugee officer training

programs closely and are significantly expandingi broadening,

and upgrading officer training for overseas and asylum work;

In this re;ard; we are drawing upon the Foreign Service

7rstitute and similar resources.

During our trip it became cle r to me that eta IMMtgratiOn

and Naturalization Service had not given sufficieht priut,ity to

the personnel needs and guidance needed in SOutheast Asa

processing to ensure timely processing and fair and consistent

adrissions decisions. A special detail of officers and

amplified guidance followed; this program, which became known

as the "Faltput Program." represents a good example of our

efforts to Identify and correct problem areas in our refugee

operations and served as a very useful prelude to a compre-

hensive review of our field guidance brought about by National

Security Decision Directive *93 (NSDD #93).

NSDD 93 was signed by the President in March of this

year. It was the result of an executive branch review of

Inth--hinese refugee policy and processing. It mandated a

series of actions intended to improve the refugee program. A

major requirement was tnai the Attorney General determine

whether there existed 'categories* of persons who, under the

Refugee Aet of 1980; share common characteristics that identify

them as target?5 of persecution in Laos, Kampuchea, and ViatrAm.

After examining country condition information provided by the

government's intelligence and area experts, the public record

celating to those countries, numerous refugee case decisions,

and our field officers working with refugee applicants from

those countries, the Attorney Genera' concluded; upon INS'

recommendation, that certain "c. glories" of refugees do in

fact r(:,it;



me different from those suggested in the

ard are based on careful analysis of available source

in: r..atr.:n about persecution anA the Communist countries of

!
,:at,lorfes wIll be changed and modified as

is t ly crrcum,tan:es in thoso countries. The categories

S,athast Asia processing and how to use them have been

date' into revised guidelines for all overseas refugee

tng. The new worldwide guidelines have been forwarded

to t Ke coitt,o earlier and represent the accumulat'd wisdom

ur instit.0 vmal experience to date in administering the

pt.,visions of the Refugee Act of 1980. We view the

4drio1ihe as an evolving instrument and will formally review

tr.,r t

i WI !, !0 e;!:prasize that the use of categories is con-

sIstent with ase-Ly-case processing as set forth in the Office

c: I oprhion of August, 1981. However, categories

it :d r.-1 -ors with more specific guidance and thereby

effe.-tive processing and sound decisions. Our

, rtes- of likely refugees will be continued in

:dor r:,-w eid.2nce as it arises in Southeat AtiA

t fulees from other parts of the world.

,rtrt :n; over the past year we have taken several

ve tr:e cnuperation among the agencies involved in

v:. 1: ,Nacple, regular meetings are held

ntativel; or INS. the State Department, and

1 t7! V7: ,7e5 to ens470 program coordination and

ct r.:e:tive field and headquarters

rt. a Serles cf MO,:tihgs in HOnOlUlu and

7, :e....rtrtIve: ary agencies; the State

ie it JastIce and INS net to discuss

Aslan rrc,gram mcre effective.
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The meetings were extremely productive. It is my view that we

have taken giant steps during the last year towards improving

these crucial workng relationships. I believe it is fair to

say that the attitude and willingness of many partners involved

in this complex program to work together constructively has

never been better.

A you well know; our refugee urogram is worldwide and; as

cAsr proposed a&nissions show, extends to areas far from South-

east Asia. However. because Southeast Asia is our largest

program, it receil.,:s considerable attention. The improvements

made in response to the Southeaw Asian problrms are being

applied in other areas and will be felt in our program around

the

Noyon,.: overseas processing, the Ret7ugee Act treats asylum

ad30,11.-ations. Asylum has been an area of important concern to

the Congress and to the Immigration Service. I would like to

take this opportunity to report to you that we have launched a

high priority effort to improve the quality of our asylum

adjudications and to reduce the unacceptable backlog of cases.

Passage Of the pending immigration bill would siTi.ificantly

change the natire of asylum case handling. Nevertheless, we

are proceedinA tc. 10 as much as possible to manage this

caaelcad ly consistent with the possibility of

104151at

ThAt:A youu for the opportunity to be before you today. Our

refuge pr.H-r317- 'represents 4 generous and humane tradition of

which we are justifiably proud. We appreciate the support and

guidance this Committee has provided in upholding that

tradition.
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Senator SecisiiN. Thank you very much:
Dr I lawkes.

STATEMENT OF PHILLIP N. IIAWKES
Mr. I lAwees. Good morning, Mr. Chairthan. I would like to enter

my statement into the record; and make a very brief statement, if I

Si..Ilzitor SIMPSON. Indeed, please. Without objection; -so ordered;
IlAWKES. As you are aware; sir, the Office of Refugee Reset-

tlement in the Ikpartment of Health and Human Services funds
and coordinates the domestic part of the refugee_ program. And
high on the list of issues that tend to receive significant public at!
tention is the national dependency rate of refugees on assistAnce I
must say that this dependency _rate has not come down as rapidly
as we luid hoped it would over the last couple of years.

Currently, the rueicnal refugee dependence rate average is close
to 54 percent However; the_ national average is uneven when you
consider that for one State the dependency rate is a high of 84 per-
cent. A tuitional average of about 38 percent is achieved; If you
take that single State_out or the equation;

Se. I think nationally: the program is coming around quite well
in terms of refugee empikolmeqat. We have some difficult areas that
we're targetin; extra efftiet _en; and that has been mainly the
thrust of the efrieta by the Office of Refugee Resettlement over this
piSt year, and will continue to be into the next year:

One area that we are focusing our efforts is directed toward in-
creasing coordination and communication within the program. The
Refugee Amendments of 1982 required that quarterly meetings be
held in areas where refugees are beifte, resettled among volunta
aeencies, service providers and elected officials. Those_meetings are
beginning to result in a better planning system for refugee resettle-
ment, with more local people taking part in the decisionmaking re-
garding the numbers of refugees to be resettled in their area

With regard to the dependency rate, we have a targeted assist-
ance program in which $81 million is being allocated to 40 counties
througheet, the country; specifically for the purpose of creating or
supporting services which will lead to employment and self-suffi-
ciency.

We have also given a number of States discretionary funds to
bring mutual assistance associations into the service providing -net-
work; Those organizations do a very good gib, _but are often elimi-
nated from the competitive process because they lack the track
record and the proposal writing expertise of some of the more es-
tablished service providers.

A fourth area that we're working on has- to do with placement
policy; Again; the Refugee Amendments of 1982 required the imple-
mentation of a placement policy, and we've been working with the
Department of State and the voluntary agencies to direct refugee
free cases away from areas of heavy impact into other areas in the
country where there are jobs and available housing;

We have six special favorable sites currently in operation and we
are going to go out with a notice to all States to the effect that we
would consider additional proposals for favorable site resettlement.

rq



we'r dealing _with speciiiil of specific refugee
groups. The !liming, the Mien, the IA) Men, and others that were
resettled in the frenzy of resettlement in MO and NM. Although
they are agricultural; pre-literate; _almost pre-technological people,
the groups were resettled in unlikely places such as downtown
Chicago 1111d Los Angeles. We are working with those_populations
by way of making available technical assistance to States in an
effiirt to fund more appropriate services and to meet some of the
needs that they have which are quite different from other refugee
groups One such special need being the sudden death syndrome
that occurs mainly among Highland Lao males. In response, we
lizie been working viith the Public Health Service to establish a
program for treatment of that particular disorder: ___

There are two other areas of special needs I'd like to mention.
One is that many refugees come to the United St.iiths as trained
health professionals but cannot practice here be,:aw,. they _do not
meet the technical standards and or because ot certified to
11fRCtico in American institutions. We haw: t r!.'Ct that were
currently funding that will retrain those pec=!Ite

??.

, providing the
inn Dowry opportunities for_acquiring the P:-!-"L .kinguage and the

blickground in order to b-e-conne ida

we are focusing on a program which incorporate
i;yine of the mental health aspects of traditional ethnic groups into
-America's mental health treatment of refugees. Mental health
among refugees remains an issue that is critically important. A.
refugees become self-sufficient, as they start _to_- settle -into- their
new_ life; they very often be_gin to suffer the feelings of guilt_ ,L^0
displacement that had to do with their originally leaving the;:v
countrysurviving while so many others didn't. In re5porise; wi!'pe
intensifiving our mental health effort.

Thank you very much.
Senator SimesoN. Thank you very much.
(The material previously referred to follows:l
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committer. I am pleased to have the

opportunity to discuss the domestic aspects of refugee tamettlement as part of

the Administration's consultations with the Congress regarding refugee

admissions tor FY 1984;

lhe overall domestic resettlement program is affected by the Nation's

foreign policy decisions on the number of refugees admitted each year. These

decisions have direct impact on local communities and on the Federal budget

for this program.

lwre ore two major lectors which affect the preparation of the refugee

domesric assistance budget. One factol is that our budget depends upon the

rii;wer of new refugee arrivals in both the currerst and upcoming fiscal years.

The Second factor is the refugee public assistance dependency rate.

When the budget for FY 1984 yes beiAg developed in 1982. It was billed on

projected refugee &Wigton. of 82.000 -- '0.00 akave tim level of ;000

being propoeed to rley -- and on a projected ret'ugr.e deneaCeety rate of

approximately 47%. Lased on reports from the StJte;:., the dependency rite Wall

apprrximately 542 last March. as compared with 671 it< I981. The rraur.tion

which we have experienced in the dependency rate aPpeie+ to be ,..irge/y a

result of policy changes implemented in April x982 which atmcroold the peered

of eligibility for special refugee cash and medical assistance from

refugee' first 16 months in the United Stites to 18 months, while continuing

to relah 'rev States for 36 months for costs they are required to incur under

their AFDC. Medicaid; and General Assistance programs. This policy applies to

Cuban end Haitian entrants on tto, 2iimo basis as to refugees. Another factor

contributing to the decrease in welfare dependency is that refugees experience

increasing frequency .of employment the longer they remain in the United

.0!
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States. As new arrivals dr, f a larger proportion of the refugee

population as wen he, e for longer period. We believe that this time

factor. coupled with improvements in the economy and the new ihiliatives which

hayr undertaken and proposed for FY 1984, will result in further reductions

in refugee dependency. Although we now estimate that the dependency rate will

be a fow percentage points above the 472 originally projected in our budget

fbr FY 1484; toil Will be offset by the :ewer than expected arrivals in iY

I4S, silt yruposed admissions level for FY 1984 which is lower than that

or:ginally used in our budget formulation. Taking these offsetting factors

into a,-cou,a, are rat4mate that our 1984 bUdget request will be sufficient to

e,crimo440. rhp pl,,posed admission of 72,000 tefugees.

The FY 1984 budget request includes proposed new program of

corsolidated tor per capita) grants to S Which would replace funding

previously designated pep ty for: Training and social services; targeted

assistance for areas of special seed; education assistance for children; end

cash al.. arAtcal assistance to refugees who are not categorically eligible

under the programs of aid to families with dependent children (AFDC).

supplemental security income (SS1), Medicaid. or g I Ace (CA).

This funding mechanism is intended to provide States with optimal

flexibility in the direction; control, and allocation of resources for the

attainment of refugee economic self-sufficiency in the shortest time

pcesibla. States would be better able to provide quicker; more effective; and

innovative responses to the needs of their refuge.; populations according to

Inca! Tr 'iremonfa, situations; problems, or special emergencies. A State

wo,..d be able to make its own choices is to the use of consolidated grant

funds within the litosd range of assistance end services permissible under the

Refugee Act. For example, under ehe propoaed consolidated grant, each State

could detersine whether to retain the current Ill-tooth sp,:ial eligibility arid
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benefit le vela lot refugee tea), Nod
me4Ical ssaiitente or to provide for

shorter or longer period if it so determined. A notice of proposed

rule-mdving to Implement the
consolidated grant prOgiin vss published in the

Federal keg o September 14; with pdolic ceeet.ent. dUe by October 31.

It is important to emphasise that the rY 14b b,Agtt request for the

tonsolidsted grant program does not reduce Federal support (Or refugees and

entrants. The funding level is based on assumptions of reduced arrival levels

and therefore on reduced numbers of refugees in the country who are within the

statutory lieit of 36 months for eligibility for assistance funded throUgh the

Federal refOgie ipprOpiiiirion. The budget request for the consolidated grant

represents the i.e. amount of funding es would have been requed for the

separate non-categorical fence and vervices under the current budget

structure. The consolidated vent will provide States with sufficient Funding

for sssss titer, to the hun-CitegdriCelly eligible refugees and for education

end employment and language training programs.

In 1-; led.., DKR will continue to operate the Voluntary Agency Program

which provides matching funds on a dollar-for-dollar basis; up to a maximum of

$1,000 per re!.,gee, to voluntary agencies for services io resettling certain

refugees to help them achieve self-sufficiency without going On welfare.

Let me turn now to the current fiscal year and review some of the

acCOMplithment we have had and activities we have undertaken in the program

to i,ittOire both refugees' prospects
for selt-sufficiency and the level of

Coilydlrtat ion and cooperation among the various
participants in this program.

During the past year, Private and public participants is the refuge.

resettlement program have focused on four major areas requiring attention:

(1.) The continuing high rate of utilisation of public cash assistance by

refugees; (2) the need to coordinate and **Vate betty., the limited reeouttei

7;1
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available to the refugee program. (1) the special needs of particular refugee

groups who have not received the support services essential to adjustment to

Amerikan society, and (4) the placement of refugees into communities with

&tread. large conkentrationa of refugees. ORR has taken several steps to

address these problems during this fiscal year and plans more for FY 1984.

In order to address the continued high rates of cash assistance use among

teluAees, the Refugee Assistance Amendments of 1982 imposed new, sod

stteooh..00d existing. program requirements; (1) Employah.e refugee

ssistan:e recipients are required to register for emplormemt immediately; the

preu pus bl-day statutory exemption was caleted on the recommeAdstion of the

0,0iitmo6t of health and human Servsices. (2) EMployable refugee assistance

re, tfients are required to participate in an appropriate program of job or

Ning.,age training, placing in statute a policr to which ORR had instructed the

States to ',here. (3) Immediate termination of aillItstInCt is required for

i,tusal to participate in appropriate training or to accept an appropriate job

otter, strengthening an existing ORR policy. (4) States are required to

ric,tifs voluntary refugee resettlement agencies whenever refugee Applies for

cash or medical assistance. plo;:ing im the statute an aat requirement.

(5) Refugee cash assistance to full-time college students is prohibited

except when such training is approved by a State under an individual

emplosibilitr plan fel the ref,smee. placing In statute an ORR policy

requirement iieued in Nay 1982. The requirements of the 1982 amendments were

traosettted to Stotts in October 1982, following their enaztment.

In an effort to coordinate sn manage better the limited resources in the

refugee program, ORR has encouraged States to develop case e.anagement systems

for refugees who are receiving cash assistance and has provided additional

funds in FY 1.!,1 to toat end. In addition, ORR has increased its monitoring

efforts in this fiscal year and developed detailed monitoring guidelines for

reviewing fiscal end program performance under the cash and medical assistance

components of the refugee program.

4.41LABLE
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ki viii know, we Cr.
required by law to consult with Stitei localities,

and voluntary resettlement
agencies about the sponsorship procese. the

intended distribction of
refugees, and the capacity

of local $$$$$ to serve

refugees adequately. The refugee placeoent
policy that I mention titer on

lends impetVi for such consultation.
Together with the U.S. Coordiiiiiter for

Kvfogav Affeire. we have held regional consultation
meetings in various cities

ro,Ind the country 16 focue on specific
-f concern in the progriii. The

main issues of dilcuaiion included proposed
polity changes in the refugee

program, the profileMi of secondary migration,
and priority kites of social

Services. In addition, i substantial
number of State and local consultations

hive been held as
envisioned by the 1982 Amendments, and will continue into Ft

la brood effort to improve opportunities for refigiii end entrant. to

bete.* employed. 881 million in targeted seistance greets were Made to star*,

for special problem ems in 111 1983, These funds ere directed toward sPeCiet

problem areal Of retitle* and entrant concentrations, unemployment, and

depeadeney where apitiel employe:eat-related erred. ere iaentifitble.

purpose Of the targeted aesi 66 ante grants is to make available to refugeev ;Tnd

entrance, th6Oth s process of local planning end implementation, projcill aid

services which are iiiteadid to result in economic self-sufficiency and reduced

dependency, Funds awarded under this program 'Report projects which increase

the ability of refugees and entrants to find and retain job.. In FY 1984,

funds for these same purposes Will be aide available through the per capita

grant program.

ORR continues its commitment to strengthening the role of ethnic

organizations is the resettlement process. At the *rid of FY 1982. three major

discretionary projects were initiated that focus 66 refugee mutual assistance

associations (MAO. first, 8117,0ft was Or;-.;tad fir technical assistance to

MAaa for program planning. management, awd riesurce dia411601Ort. Second.

.0111. 'Asti
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tafIV 5400,000 vie provided for teChnical aseistance to MAAs regarding

businrss development and manasement. Third, 8490,000 was provided ia the form

of incentive grant* to the States for utilization d Pejle service

providers, pacticv!srly in the 66666 of job orientatioc and lob develoPment,

self-sufficiency training, and emergency services. These projects have

continued through FY 1983. Discretionary activities such as these will

continue to be an allowable activity under the per capita grant program.

In July 1982 the Departments of State and Wealth and Human Services

leaved formal refugee placement polity aft,: consultations with the

voluntery resettlement agencies, Stotts and localities. The policy recognised

the ispoalance of improving the quality of initial refwgee placement and

thereby reducing or eliminating many of the incentives for refugees to move

from initial resettlement sites. Under this policy, refugees defined es 'free

Cairn" -- at is, non-family-reunificotion cam -- will mot be reeettled in

f high impact except under special circumstances.

The placement policy also calla upon ORR -- in consultatxom with the

resettlement agencies. the Department of State and State and local

officials -- to identify altscnative sites for refugee resettlement which arc

consistent with certain agreed-upon srendards for resettlement. Throughovt FY

042 and VI 1981; ORR and the Bureau for Refugee Prog-oms in vine State

Department hove worked closely with officials ins number of States and

localities and with the resetlement agencies to develop few planned

resettlement project* through which groups et refugees could be resettled in

areas where local condition. favor their early achievement of

self-aufficlencv. Four such sites were developed is FY 1982 it two Stores --

Arizona and ls.:+rth Carolina. About 1,100 refugees ore expected to be placed in

ae*, sites in FY 1983. Two additional sites have recently been developed in

Virginia and are expected to receive about 450 refugees neat year. ORS it

currently seeking additional favorable alternative sites. We are implementing

V I a.
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the fa001rable Vitus Ornjerta an Nowt that emtail fell cameultet len etli.hy

affected States and locilitiii; 061Untery agencies; outgo' asoistance

essecistiens, and the Department off kite 60 the Selection of sites and the

nature of the resettlement projects: DKR has iliM announced the availability

of funding for planned secondary resettlement pro;,eCte which entail the

provision of services and 000 i aaa race to designated groups Of refugees who face

long-term unemployment in their 'current locglitv but for whom in alternate and

m,re favorable lorality can be found.

in Str; Chairoen, me believe that the funds requested it our FY

1964 66410t will be adequate for the level of aderasions Dying proposed te4Ay;

and we beliiee that the proposed ade,;arions level it fully within the

c-pability of the overall resettlement oysters mod it.. public and private

participants.

Thank you. I will be Olelbed to respond to any question*.

.Senator EIMPEOP1. Thank you very much. I know that the Com-
missioner ht..-.3 a previous engtigettient at noon, and so let me direct
several questions, get a quick response for the record. I think we
Arad that

Can you explain to us -=--and I indicated that we had some &kits-
sior of extended voluntary departure issues on the floor of the

ii..,tewhat controls or docU:rientation do we have on persons
ho are_granted, this extended voluntary departure Status. Will we

know- whether they leaVe hottilities within their_own coun-
ii; tries have terrii,t!iated, which is the purpose of the procedure'-

IAV73111ELSOIC Mr, _Chairman, -certainly until recently we have
had very capability to identify those who are 01111 extended vol-
untary departure, That is changing now, as fie are beginning to in-
stitute a number of our -oottilster program s one of which is the
noninxot4rant information system which doei_ give _usthe_ pro-
gram isjust getting under Way=the capability to know the status
of those who are processed at ports of entry coining into the coun-
try_ and the capability to keep track of them.

Of course, for those who are coming in illegally,_ and there :se
substantial number;_ we would not haVe such controls. But even
with the bitter capability now to have some infogrmiation as to the
percentage of those who are here under ii-Wrided voluntary de
tore; just knowing that of -bourtfe is part of the equation.
other is following up on them at such time _the conditions in
their countries rniirlit have -chiLtil. I think the Isottovn_ line that
knaw Le of interest to you and the committee is the like-lib-OW -Of
voluntaEry departure in any Significant numbers, And I think this

7:1
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Senat letastAy.% earlier qiiestion. It's probably putty
ones, the petrifW' 4:id have been here far a _veritseI

time Con& tiotis_ir , _might have changed and they
iii kick; b1,4. 401004 of many of them going back vof-

u,t.iritkv we
Senator 'Av.;,-;--.4t'=% 1111 persons Who receive that status given
, Jrk?._ _

Nei x._ No _is not tottorriatic. They- must ask for it and
our tnyterstan ling is that mabe about _a tL"il currently request it
NIost of those Who do request Work authorization who are on ex-
tended color ',ivy departure are approved. But we_think only about
a third are in fact, asking for it It is not automatic.

Sioiator SimesoN. _Could you just explain briefly how the_t_i_p=po;ih that is mand;*ted in the new guidelines is_ consistent with
the c..ise by ca,;e processing? Are those guidelines also being eonsid,
ered for other areas of the world? _

Mr Ni.-soN. Yes, as I mentioned_ earlier; Mr. Chairman; the
guidelines and the categories -under them are consistent with case
twe;ist, processing We did a lot of work; and many people;_includ
tnt toysern spent a lot of time in the drafting of the guidelines to
,inure that while the _categories can be of assistance to the
%twitig officer, they do not make _classification automatic. Thefi in,
ihvidual must be interviewed irafividually,_ the credibility of
the is still Lnalyzed. The category will assist the inter-

ii.wing officer to _make_ the :d f_etermination; clearly; if persontits withvi these predetermined categoriesand a_lot of work went
them--then that would be of great _assistance. But

'it dews not mean that the person LS automatically eligible; We
think it is working well from all indications to da..e.

Now, the other part of your question; as to the expansion of the
guidelines; clearly we oeveloped the catehgOries liar Sontheast _Asia;
teti ruse that_is %Ehere thelarge numbers and the most_ difficult
issut.s are. Bitt 1.1.* _gLidelines are_ world _wide; they will apply
throughout the world, 4^i we will be looking at toentizil
rier in other areas of the world as we further develop the guide-
lines

tien;itor SistesoN. A final C.; tleStiOri !!'4 t then het
the Service _done to improve t. t quality__ of
That w;AS a phrase from your statement. f4a1,,,_ able
crease the number_ of cases considered? Does luenttleg continue
to_grow'"'..Itist swiftly where we are there.

Mr. Xei-sost. WelLactually; Mr.. Chairman, the ba:kl-og hat been
reduced SOLiii%yhat. The new applications. are down somewhat; and
we_ do not kricw whether this is a trend or net, but hope_ so. As 1
indicated earlier: i think` it's a credit t;irt a lot of hard work by our
people and others. In fiscal year 1981 we completed _processing

) asylum applications. In 1982; that nutnber was II,0010 and in
this fiscal rear it s 210Y0.

So; we have seen substantial increase _in thTe- processing; and we
;ire continuing that As mentioned earlier-, we'vt elevated asylum
to ore of our top priorities, and we. 'have upgraded the Office of_Ref-
ugees Asylum and Parole. We are focusing gartietattly, i believes
on the eight largest district offices where 80 percetii; or there-
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iiblutS, -Nt the. asylut i cares reside, to exert some management ef-
forts to improve the 1,, ocessing,

_As was indicated earlier by the Attorney General, there are a lot
of frivolous cases and claims. By establishing some good proce-
dures, we think we can improve that;

A Couple of okiier areas, I think, are worth_ mentioning. One is
'hat the qtion judges were separated out Administratively;
we think that wzts a good_move. They are seeing sortie_ additional
resources and attention. We thztik a lot of improvement can be
Made downstream within the irmnigration_judge processing

We think our legal processing within INS and the Ikpartnient_of
austice generally works in this area. Impediments to asylum proc-
essing include a lot of the class action suits that have crealed some
real difficulty in processing individual cases. We tlitik were begin-
hing to see a turnaround there by more effective Government liti-
gation procedures with the result that some of these large Cases
don't just stop asylum processing, but that wo go through with the
individual cases.

So; all these things together; we are seeing improvements.
again I would come back to the final point that without passage of
the effective legislation that you are pursuing, we are probably not
going to make it just by administrative action.

Setiater SIMPSON. Thank you very much. Chuck; do you have any
questions?

Senator CRASS LEY. I have a question of Mr._Hawkes. I have no
questions for Mr. Nelson. I wanted to take the opportunity, though,
to tell you how much I appreicate the last year you've worked SO
well with my staff and with me. We appreciate it very much.

Mr. Netsoiv. Thankyou, Senator Grassley,
Senator SIMPSON% You are hereby discharged. Thank you very

much.
Senator CRAWLEY. Hawkes, I_would like to zero in on ho*

the new funding program might affect Stites &heftily, but par-
ticiilarly 41 State. We've always been supportive of bloc_grants
and I'm pleased to we that were moving in that direction. HOWev=
er, I have a cons .11 about how the percapitatrant formula will
impact upon our program in my State_

Currk..ntly, we receive $3;950,0(X) and I think under _the new for-
mula We'll only receive $a,5601000. Now we aren't so concerned
about that decrease as we are concerned about how flexible we will
be_able to Ise in the spending of the money.

Ih other words, we re very concerned in losing $400,000, if we're
going to have the same way of spending it But if there's gOitie to
be some flexibility, then we don't have so much that concern;

And I would say as examples; can this _money be allocated be-
tween cash and medical_ assistance and social services as 8 rfartieu-
lai State might see fit. Or, M other words, how close is cash assist-
ance tied to -AFDC- regulations, and how close is refugee medical aa-
sistance tied to title XIX regulations,_ and will the States have the
option to decide how long benefits should be grantecV

kisva has been very successful in obtaining was for our reftigee
totailatian. If the program is flexible, some ate* unused portions
of the cash assistance could go toward more job 1*.frolopment. Cur -
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rently we have 730 in refugees in Iowa eligible for cash assistance,
but only 230 are receiving it;

I hope that this indicatei that at least in Iowa that funds are
more appropriately went in the areas of job development rather
than in _cash giveaways; Will there be such flexibility? _

Mr. HAWKES. Yes, Senator. The program would, first Of eii4lxv-
tinue to -repay or to reimburse you 100 percent for the entith:P.m-4t
part-of-the refugee_prograrn, that is, those refugees that are eligible
for AFDC or title XIX will continue to be reimbursed 100 percent.

The _bloc grant part of the funds can_ be used for the purposes of
the refugee grant in- proportions to be decided by the State. So, it is
not necessarto tie the level of refugee cash assistance to the level
of aid for families with dependent children; it is _riot necessary- to
fund the program for a full 18 months, or at the State's diacretion
to halt it at 18 months.

The proportions of the bloc -grant fonds which the State chooses
to use for job development, other social services, or Oath assistance
are up to the State within the guidelines of the-Refugee--Act

Senator GRASSLEY. I hope you're indicating incressod flexibility;
Mr. HAWKES. Yes.
Senator Git-AisstEv, In sum; you're saying we will have more flexi-

bility?
Mr. HAWKES. Yes, you would have a great deal of flexibility. You

could; for instance; reduce the_ refugee cash assistance level sub-
stantially, or shorten the period of it and use those hands for other
purposes; as you mentioned, such as job development.

Senator GickssLEY:_Thank_you, Mr_: Chairman;
Senator SIMPSON. Certainly your State of Iowa has had a very ex-

traordinary success in keeping refugees at -work and out of the de-
pendency situation. I think thritis very real;

I just might ask, do you reel it would be useful to utilize the
mutual- assistance agencies is the cultural orientation overseas?

Mr. HAWKES. Senator,_ I don't think so. I think there are two
things to discuss here: The use of refugees overseas, and then the
use of mutual _assistanoe_associations, I think that refugees that
have come to the United States,_come through our orientation, our
English programs; been resettled successfully would be-ideal to use
as-part of that orientation program. I would be a little less enthusi-
astic, I think, to endorse mutual assistance associations. While
MAA's are very good; and they operate -very well providing services
in this country, there is a great deal of competitiveness among
them. Just to say blanketly that MAA's would be a good group of
organizations to use would, lead me to- be concerned about what
portion o- competitiveness might be carried _into the camps
and how that might affect the orientation_prcgnum

Senator SIM?SON. EVO you feel that this_ additional time that
Southeast Asian refugees wend in the English language training
and the cultural orientation; is that going to have a positive effect
on their ability to achieve self--sufficiency within a Shorter period of
time while they're here in our country?

me. HAWKES. Yes; sir, it does. In fact, the preliminary group of
Southeast Asian refugees coming from these extended programs
are causing English language programs to be revised:

82
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?Ipuse of ttzwrszatzlitrs
Conunina on ex :;tiaiarp
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Ire Ur p bon= 2:2--.n.2.-2e31

7.et..fere ze; I5F3

_ .,ter pr,,;,,osal for-ft-1984
ref.;ee r,.. ;end _a world-wide ceiling_of 83.030
(c,,,;sred with the proposed 12,UOU iligre) to allow adjust,.._
nents In th, Administration's suggested allocations for fast
Asia and.tAsern_T4rope/Soviet Upton, An 83,00t-figare repre-
sents Ai 7;(.0 reduction compared with tht FY 15E3 ceiling of

,;;.14.4d your policy of attemption-over the resit two
fl:,-al ;ears; in coricert_with_othec receiving nations, to sub-
stantially rr:Jce the Indochinese refwg.e camp populatiOn_df

.1-,tely 152.000. The St 1984 allocation for last ASil
will t.a,i to dc(c,,Odate approximately is,noo-Ingochinese
ret..;eps who .already_hawe been_appraved fT 1983) for .emis-
%,o, to the Potted States 5ut are undtrgoing recently lengthen-

1.,q,aue and cultural orientation traitirg prograns
re,alnirg_35,000 will have to ACt:C',,,d4te persons

rr,ming_4rL:er_the Orderly_Depacture_Program_lh!_large num-
,rs 6f r,t,;ees in transiti the administrative difficultiet
In scree,ing refugees earlier in this fiscal year. and the

t:cws of_refugees (estimated et-30.00Z for neat
Var),:.stify an_nllocation of 58,000 for_last Asia (compared

t - ;r tir.ure ot ',.C.020). A 58.000
n!, C,6::1 re!urtion compared with the FY 1583 all ice-

tlom 6;

7ne allnration for Eastern [wrop.et and_tne Sbatet_OhiOn. _

in 7y remain at 15.600 (the rf 1583 allocation)
a.:.-1.sions this year hour e;promleAted thIS

fis4re._. A lower,allocatton of 0.030. in my judceeht. would
r,oc,_the tl.it,plity of our refugee program in _hat part of
the world.

Sincerely.

HAtellT10b J8.
RAnkiiq Plehhiti Westhee
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